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NEIGHBORS AIDING HOWARD

Rockland Chapter Is Strong
ly Active In Campaign

1 for town office at the Warren town
- meeting, March 8, have begun cir
culation of papers here.
any time traveling permits. The
Among the first to do so is Miss
bee, originally planned for Satur Doris V. Hyler, who wants a place
day, and to Include both the cut on the ballot for town clerk's office.
ting and hauling divisions was The present town clerk, Mrs. Helen
rained out.
B. Overlock, who has served in
Benefit Dance Friday
that capacity since 1945, does not
The Warren Lions Club an seek re-election.
nounced a special project for the
Miss Hyler, who has been Warren
week, which will be a community deputy town clerk since Aug. 24,
wide benefit dance Friday night at 1952, is a Republican and has been
Glover Hall for Mr. Howard.
a resident of Warren since 1930
King Lion Paul Dillaway has ap
She was graduated from Rock
pointed committees for the affair, land High's commercial course,
which will feature a good program and since has been employed in
and refreshments as well as danc the offices of St. Clair and Allen,
ing. They are: Henry Laukka, pro V. F. Studley and Rockland Fuel
gram; Alden Johnston and B. J Co., of Rockland and later, by the
Pelicani, advertising and ticket Department of Health and Welfare
distribution and Merrill Payson as on the Social Service index at Au
sisted by the ladies of the Vaughn gusta.
Harold A. Boggs, school commit
Neck Road, refreshments.
There wil be an advance sale of tee member, has also begun circu
lation of nomination papers as
tickets.
Wilho Elgland's five piece or candidate for a place on the school
chestra has been engaged for the committee.
All nomination papers are re
affair.
The condition of Mr. Howard, pa quested to be in the hands of the
tient at Knox Hospital, is reported town clerk, Mrs Helen B Over
lock by Feb. 21.
improved.

RUSSELL ASKS 14 ROOM SCHOOL

MEREDITH’S

INDIAN AXED IN CUSHING FIGHT

Fm

; and more. There are two ln the
1 city now in service that are twice

__________________
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Henry Polky Held By Police Following
'

'

'
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Battle In Woods Camp Monday Night

SERTA White Cross Mattress Closeouts
spring

Heavy

Mattresses

and

InnerBox

49.50 Top Quality Innerspring

and

Mattresses

LINOLEUM

ROCKERS

6 pc.
Dining Room
SET
was 199.50

$49.50

Now $125

.39 c

Foam Rubber

Spring

Box

Now $39.50 ea.

Spring............ ..... Now $49.50 ea.

ASSORTED

8 pc. Maple Living Room
ENSEMBLES
Soft Bed, Rocker, Chair, 2 End
Tables, Coffee Table, Smoking
Stand 9 x 12 Linoleum

WALL

COVERING

$189.50

that age. he observed.
Rumored cost per room in the
proposed North School is some
$19,000. Russell observed that he
has been informed that there are
school buildings, both in masonry
and wood, which have been con
structed for lower figures.

City Council
Industrial Zone On Route 17
Turned Down After Abuttors Protest
About 10 residents of the area
abutting Route 17, nlar Chicka
waukie Lake in Rockland, ap
peared before City Council last
night, at the regular monthly
meeting of council, to protest
against a proposed change in the
zoning ordinance, making that
area an industrial zone, instead of
residential, B, as it is now.
In opposing a change, which had
been requested by the Starr Broth
ers Construction Co., of Rockland,
they told the council that they
feared any change in classification
would permit the entrance of un
desirable concerns into the district,
in which they hoped to build homes
soon.
After hearing them and also
George Starr and Elmer Kaler, who
spoke in favor of the change, the
Council failed to pass the final
reading of the proposed amend
ment.
Hearing On TV Antennas

Councilors passed a first reading
of an ordinance requiring written
permit from the city electrician for
Installation of outside television
antennas and set the date for a
public hearing on the subject for
March 9
Several radio-television dealers
appeared at the session and were
advised that the provision for the
permits on television antenna in
stallations had been urged by the
New England Board of fire under
writers.

|
'
j
-- -------------------------j
j Henry Polky. 48. Cushing woods Polky on the highway, enroute to
; operator. • is held this morning by his camp from a neighbors He
state police following an affray in was taken into custody but no
j a Cushing woods camp last night. charges listed against him when
Sewer Assessments
I Capt. J. Edward Marks of the he was booked at the Rockiand REFLECTION CAUSES ALARM
Assessments for sewer construc
Thomaston barracks said that first police station.
A most unusual reflection of a tion on Lawn avenue and Pleasant
; knowledge of the incident came to
Isaac had only been discharged neighborhood light on the chimney street were adapted. A petition for
their notice about 7.55 p. tn. Mon- from Rockland Municipal Court, aa j top of 35 Ocean street brought an a further extension of the South
| day when Raymond Isaac. 27, a not guilty in another affray Friday alarm to the fire department for Main street sewer for a distance of
woodsman staggered into the bar night, a few hours when he was a chimney fire, at 9 45 p. m.. Sat- about 100 feet, was referred to city
racks with chest and head Injuries injured.
i urday..
Firemen answering the manager.
tic claimed were inflicted with an
He and two companions, Allan : alarm were also of the belief that
Cemetery Funds
! axe by Polky.
Erickson of Warren and Peter, there was a ohimney on fire and
The Council accepted petitions
Hrs story had it that Polk)’ had Arsenault, also an Indian from »ere not satisfied until a neighbor- for cemetery' trust funds, both at
attacked him with an axe during Quebec, had been charged with ing light was extinguished, showing Seaview cemetery, $300 for the care
an argument in Polky's camp where assault on Ernest and Forrest J that the bright glare emanating of the Azariah Stanley lot, and
i he was employed. Escaping from Newbert in their Cushing home on from the chimney was only a re and $200 for care of the Hall-Kenthe scene, he had obtained a ride Friday night. The Newberts also re flection.
niston lot.
to the barracks from a passing lated in court that the trio had
overturned a stove which set the
motorist.
Capt, Marks said that Isaac had kitchen afire.
Erickson is credited with having
been struck high in the left chest
___________________
near the shoulder leaving what jumped into the Monday night axe I
»a
»»
,
appeared to be the imprint of the swinging affair to wrest the weapon
head of an axe. The weapon had from Polky as Isaac lay on the Grand Jury To Hear Mrs. Swett Death
; apparently
bounced
off
the floor from the first blow and to
shoulder to strike a glancing blow have subdued the enraged man I Report; Many Cases Carried Over From
long enough to permit Isaac to es- '
i on the temple, also.
November; 36 Divorces
Tlte troopers called Dr Fred cape.
Arsenault was jailed for 30 days
Dennison who ordered Isaac, a
Quebec Indian, to Knox Hospital Monday morning by Municipal,
: for examination. He was taken Court Recorder Alfred Strout on; A total of 36 divorce actions were the other are seeking to dissolve
' '.here by Trooper Henry Roper and charge* of assault on the Newberts ] on the docket as Knox Superior have existed since as long ago as
1981 and as recently as May of the
i was discharged later ln the even- Friday night.
Court, convened this morning with
past year.
Capt. Marks said last night that
i ing after X-rays and treatment.
Justice Francis W. Sullivan of
A considerable number of cases
Marks and Trooper Hoisworth he would bring charges against
Portland presiding.
on the criminal docket have been
went to the site of Polky's camp Polky after a consultation with the
(Continued on Page 81x)
Marriages which one party or
. on route 97 in Cushing and found county attorney.

SUPERIOR COURT IN SESSION

MAPLE
POSTER

BEDS

$16.95

Quota Is Given

Lions Plan Benefit Dance Friday

Nine thousand. feet of lumber
were cut Sunday during a bee held
President Al Hayes of the I. A. of
for Richard Howard, Warren farm
M. says that through the Machin
er, who is recovering at Knox Hos
ists Heart Fund, the I. A. M. hopes
pital, Rockland from rib and lung
to make a contribution toward pro
injuries sufered while logging on
tecting the health of all Americans
his woodlot last Tuesday.
through the Heart Association's ex
panded program of heart research,
Seventeen men from Camden,
public education and community
Rockland and Warren worked six
services.
hours ill a wet snow fall, with
The Machinists Heart Fund will
chain saws, and >ther tools, in
be raised through a special nation
cluding one tractor, Sunday to ac
wide Scroll Solicitation among
complish this amount of work.
800,000 I. A. M. members in the
Workers were Erland Quinn,
United States, Hawaii, Alaska and
Jay Bracy, Dick Lankton, Tom
the Canal Zone.
Lunt and Elmer Hoaks of Camden;
Mr. Hayes pointed out that the
Earle Titus Sr.. Earl Titus, Jr., Wil
special Machinists Heart Fund
liam Sibiski and another unidenti
drive reflects the concern of I. A.
fied man from Rockland. Also Ed
M. members and of organized la
gar Bowman. Benjamin Perry, Er
bor generally in this vital effort
nest Starret, Jr., Irvin and Alton
to combat heart and circulatory
Gammon, Billy Payson, Merrill
ailments that “strike down no less
Payson and David Howard all of
Photo by Cullen
than 783,000 men. women and
Left to right, as Eagle Scout Fred Varricchio pins a minature F-agle Scout badge on hls mother, are; Warren.
children annually, many of them Or. Robert Allen, master of ceremonies and Fagle Scout himself, Mrs. Anna Varricchio. her son, and his
The logs, part of which will be
workers in the prime of life whom father, Ella Varricchio.
hauled to Robinson’s saw mill in
we can ill afford to lose.”
Over ninety people saw Boy Anna Varricchio. Fred, in turn, ln turn presented their guests. Bob St. George, the others for heading,
The I. A. M. President stated
to the Warren Barrel Co., are
pinned a miniature of his rank on McIntosh, assistant with the outthat some 10,000,000 Americans find Scouting's highest award presented
Goor program, Fred E. Harden, Jr., ready for the trucking bee to start
their health and productive ability to Fred Varricchio Monday night hls mother.
A tasty supper of ham, and ail ^presenting the Coast District, and
Impaired by heart disease and that ! at the Congregational Church
Mr. Rose were introduced.
working men and women, who are j when Troop 206 held "Family the fixings, and ginger bread and
Scout Executive Rose wove a very j
least able to stand the economic | Night”. The award was made by whipped cream for dessert was pre
pared
by
a
committee
from
the
Interesting
story of progress in
privation it imposes so mercilessly. I Eagle Scout Robert L. Allen, MD,
Odds and Ends, headed bv Dorothy ‘•'haracter and ability as he present- !
Vr? among its major victims.
a former member of Troop 206.
ed in turn the second class awards i
In a special message to each i Beside him was Chief Scout Execu French, Club President. Serving as
Superintendent Says 10 Room North
to David Hamalainen, Charles
local lodge in the United States, tive of Pine Tree Council, Clinton ' waitresses were Brownies and Girl
„77,’7.
7v7, 7,7„77„7
Jordan and Milton Knowlton; and
territories and possessions, Mr Rose of Portland, himself the owner Scouts under the direction of
School Too Small; Says Lower Cost Pos
Hayes asked that Machinists Heart of an Eagle badge and the father Leaders Dorothy Bird, Madlene
Barnard, Kennedy Crane III,
Fund Scrolls be circulated among of two Eagle Scouts. Fred was pre- ' Jackson and Elzada Barstow’. Sixtysible At Tyler PTA Session
Charles Huntley, Patrick Moran ;
members in their places of work.
sented a letter from Chief Scout one persons were served. The tables
and Rowland Wasgatt. The parents
“We ln the I. A. M. always like Arthur Schuck. congratulating him *ere prettily decorated with gold
. .
,uu,
__
participated in the presentation,
Superintendent of Schools J 10-room school on the Community
on his achievement. His certificate and gteen with a camping scene for
_
___
„__ .___ I
with the assistance of Scoutmaster ,
was presented him through his centerpiece.
Neil C Novicka, and the mothers Weldon RusseU sUted PubUcI>' last Park site. Evidently, members of
father, Elia Varriochio, and his pin ' Following the supper the program or grandmothers received minia- evening that he favored cheaper the School Board ar.d the School
SILVER TEA
was pinned on him by his mother, Bas opened with a flag ceremony tures of rank just presented their i construction and more rooms in District Trustees are not seeing
eye to eye on the problem at the
----------- - ,
with Fred Varricchio leading the
Benefit
sons or grandsons. Fifteen merit , the proposed North School,
moment. It has been a subject of
to describe our Association as 'the'
°f Allegiance while four
badges were then presented the
Speaking at dedication ceremoThomaston Heart Fund
discussion generally that there are
Scouts in the uniforms of Brownie,
Union
with
a
heart
’
,
he
declared.
nies
in
the
new
Tyler
School
au

2
following three boys: Fred Var
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 11 g "An all-out drive for the Heart Girl, Cub and Boy Scouts, stood at ricchio received Camping, Citizen ditorium and before PTA mem two schools of thought on the type
of school which the city needs—or
attention
with
the
spot
light
on
Fund during the month of Febru
3.30 to 5
ship m tne Nation, Lifesaving, Na bers and guests, he said that it is can afford..
them and the fluttering Ameri
ary will prove it once again.”
imperative
that
the
new
school
ture and Soil and Water Conser22 KNOX STREET
There are those who feel that
All funds raised in the Machin can flag. The Scout Oath and Laws ration; Lee Dyer received Citizen- j have 14 rooms if it is to meet the
wooden construction such as has
given
by
the
Boy
Scouts.
, ,
_
were
ists Heart Drive will be turned
needs
of
the
city
in
the
immedi

Free Baby Sitting Service
over to the American Heart As- I Words ot welcome were brought by ,
* ** H°™’
recently been completed at Owl's
ate future.
At 23 Knox Street
„
sociation to be applied to numerous i the pastor, who then introduced
1'
1 ln6 U-1
wunm.ng.
The full School Board was pres Head, and is nearing completion
6
ent at the dedication and the at Rockport, would be adequate.
School District trustees were rep- , The CO6ts of the*e buildings are
city. Fishing and Home Repairs.
resented
i qulte moderate, considering what
Following the awards above menRussell brought to the surface a classrooms and other facilities are
: tioned, Mr. Rose told of true exIteriences which he had known dur situation which has been bubbling provided, according to persons
ing his years in Scouting. The for some weeks as the School Dis- familiar with construction figures.
I trict trustees prepared to build a
Russell pointed out this morning
Continued on Page Three
_____________________________________________________ __
j that the life of a school, in view of
...... ...
-,Aaav
changing needs, may be not more

Deluxe

Warren Candidates

Volume 108. Number 18

Miss Doris Hyler, Harold
Boggs Have Papers Out
Volunteers Cut 9,000 Feet Of Logs On
For Town Offices
Sunday For Injured Warren Farmer;
Candidates seeking nomination

The Rockland Lodge of the In
ternational Association of Machin
ists. largely employed at the Bick
nell Manufacturing Co., has come
•ut strongly In support of the Heart
Drive, along with other civic activ
ities.

59.50

>500 per year
12.50 alx month**

White Cross
Innerspring
Mattresses
As Low as

$29.50

FOAM

HOLLYWOOD
BEDS

PILLOWS

$59.50

$1.98

CHROME KITCHEN SETS
79.95 5-pc. Sets ......................................... $69.50
96.00 5-pc. Sets ......................................... $79.50
107.50 5-pc. Sets ....................................... $89.50
124.50 5-pc. Sets ....................................... $99.50
139.50 5-pc. Sets .................................... $119.50
9 x 12 WOOL RUGS
84.95 9x12 Rug ......................................... $69.50
84.50 9x12 Rug ......................................... $59.50
98.50 9x12 Rug ......................................... $67.50
108.25 9x12 Rug ....................................... $96.50
139.50 9x12 Rug .................................... $119.50

STUDIO

RUBBER

COUCHES

$59.50

BEDROOM SETS
Maple................................... $99.50
Walnut............................. $189.50
Blonde .............................. $232.50
Ivory ................................. $289.50
Mahogany....................... $349.00

129.50
229.50
283.95
354.50
449.00

3-pc.
3-pc.
4-pc.
6-pc.
5-pc.

253.00
279.00
295.00
327.50
339.50

LIVING ROOM SETS
2-pc. Set........................................ $199.50
3-pc. Set..................................... $229.00
3-pc. Set ..................................... $245.00
3-pc. Set ..................................... $275.00
3-pc. Set ..................................... $289.50

VALENTINE
CARD PARTY

MANY MORE CHOICE ITEMS ON SALE

—

SHOP EARLY

Saturday Feb. 14

Meredith Furniture Co.
313-315 MAIN STREET

Phone 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BIG

ROCKLAND CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
Regular
Monthly Meeting

Benefit Dance

CARD PARTY

Glover Hall, Warren
FRIDAY, FEB. 13

Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall

8.30

r. M.

8 P. M.

CHAMBER OFFICES

Wilho Elgland's Orchestra

Huntley-Hill Post

431 MAIN 8T.

Program—Refreshments

7.38 r. M.

Ausp. Warren Lions Club

Adm. 75c Per Couple Tax Inci.

TUESDAY, FEB. 10

Admission 80c

18-19

PUBLIC

NOTICE

18-lt

At

WEST ROCKPORT

THURSDAY EVENING
FEB. 12

ML
PRIZES

AT 7J8
Benefit sf
Grange
REFRESHMENTS
"-j?

J. W. Robinson
Kr.ox County sales quota of U. S.
Defense Bonds for the year 1953 is
$785,000, according to an announce
ment Just released by Joseph W.
Robinson of Rockland, Knox Coun
ty Chairman of the U S. Defense
Bonds Committee. Sale of Series E,
H, J, and K Bonds will count to
ward the quota, Mr Robinson
stated.
Chairman Robinson quoted the
following letter received by his
committee from the Honorable
George M. Humphrey, Secretary of
the Treasury:
"As I assume my duties as Secre
tary ol the Treasury, I want to
send a special message to the pub
lic spirited men and women who
are engaged in the vitally import
ant task of promoting the sale of
U S. Savings Bonds.
‘It is our intention to review
carefully all Treasury operations
to consider what adjustments may
be required in the interest of ef
ficient operations, but, in advance
of this review, I wish to tell all of
you that President Eisenhower and
I recognize fully the value of the
Savings Bond program and are
prepared to give it our enthusiastic
support.
"The sale of U. S. Savings Bonds
promotes thrift, gives the holder a
buffer against misfortunes, and
makes him a partner of the Gov
ernment, The sale of Government
bonds to millions of the citizens ot
this country is a vital part of a
sound debt management policy.
“The Savings Bond program will
be under the general supervision of
W. Randolph Burgess and Andrew
N. Overby, who will keep in touch
with you.
“We appreciate what you have
done and ask your cooperation as
we go forward.”
"Our County Defense Bonds
(Continued on Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
IF I KNEW YOU AND
YOU KNEW' ME

If I knew you and you knew me—
If both of us could clearly see.
And with an inner sight divine
The meaning of your heart and
mine—
I'm sure that we would differ less
And clasp our hands in friendli
ness;
Our thoughts would pleasantly
agree
If I knew you and you knew me.
If I knew you and you knew me,
As each one knows his own self,
we
Could look each other ln the face
And see therein a truer grace.
Life has so many hidden woes.
So many thorns for every rose;
The "why" of things our hearts
would see,
If I knew you and you knew me.
—Selected.

Spaghetti Supper
Be Sure and Get Your Tickets
For This tnniial Event at

St. Peter's Undercroft
THURSDAY, FEB. 12
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$1.00
Tickets on Sale at Children'*
Specialty Shop and
Paramount Restaurant

16*18

^“EXPERT
WATCH SERVICE
FREE INSPECTION, FULL

GUARANTEE AND QUALITY
REPLACEMENT PARTS/

IMPORTANT! We use
ONLY Genuine Factory
Parts in Servicing
Watches!
Stop in TODAY at

AWWWW

14-18

Page Twe

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday *
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the federal government for finan
cial support will eventually lead to
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON
federal control, and this, in turn,
means that the colleges will no
Increase Percentage Over
[EDITORIAL]
longer enjoy the freedom of in
Independents—40&8 In
Team Moving In On Mill Town Squad Bowdoin's President Coles Tells Inde quiry and ot investigation, the free
THE HOPE OF THE WORLD
Upswing
dom to question* the accepted but
It may be a sign of the times, presaging a whole new
With Confidence After Pushing Cony
pendent Colleges Should Do Our Fi
Standing as of Peb. 8 in the i
unproven and to sugegst the new.
mental attitude of the people of the United States, but the
Men’s Bowling League follows
A college without those freedoms
fact is inescapable that never in the history of this nation,
To Limit In Fridays Game
nancing And Remain Free
Gulf
54 6 .900
is not a college, but a mere infor
and probably in the history of the world itself, have so many
Independents
44 16 .733
mation booth or propaganda mapeople joined their hearts in spontaneous supplication for
MCRR
35 15 .700
I chine.”
Divine aid for their leader. In every corner of the country,
By Bob Mayo
| things up with 36-32 decision over
James Stacy Coles, who last Oc almost six per cent of the .popula
Elks
38 22 .633
A solution, as Dr. coles sees it,
and in all religious credos prayer was raised for guidance of
tober assumed office as ninth pres tion has completed four years of
In a thrilling battle, the Cony ^e Lincoln lassies.
Shells
36 22 .633
lies in industry and in the income
Dwight David Eisenhower—and the same devout spirit was
Rams handed the Tigers their 10th
Sc°re: Lincoln Academy (67) ident of Bowdoin College, spoie be college, while in the State of Maine tax laws permitting the deduction
40&8
29 26 .527
evidenced in his inaugural.
defeat of the year at Augusta 43- i Teaton 8 (3); Gray 2, Bailey: fore the Golden Anniversary Din on 2.6 per cent of its people have I of gifts amounting to five per cent
IOOF
28 32 466
39 Friday. It was a far cry from ®ldllins 11 (11; Berry (2); Burn- ner of the Maine Society of New completed four years of college- ' of net income before taxes. Maine0
Van Baalen
21 39 350
WHAT HAPPENED IN ANOTHER/’ROCKLAND”
York, meeting at the Waldorf As less than half as many in Maine
the first game between the two ham 3 (3).
Birdseye
20 40 333
i industrial output of a billion dolWe, the residents and taxpayers of Rockland, Maine,
which Cony won here by 28 points
Waldoboro (65) B. Wilshire 4 (1), toria. taking as his subject, ss in the United States as a whole." 1 lars a year would permit a cnariLegion
13 32 .236
will be pointedly interested in what happened in another
and gives an indication ot how Johnstone (2); Schofield 4 (3): , “Maine's Hidden Wealth.'
He sees the reasons ior this sit
Eastern Tire
14 46 .233
: table deduction of two and one half
Rockland when the government built a piece of highway.
much the Tigers have Improved.
Levensalor 13; Hahn (1); Webber
Dr. Coles prefaced his remarks uation as'twofold; lack of motiva
Water Co.
11 49 .183
millions, with a net cost to the
It seems that the government took over a 20 mile long
As a mater of fact, they outshot 8Wilshire.
with a personal appreciation of the tion and lack of financial means
High Averages
companies of one and one quarter
strip of land for a super-highway project. That was well and
State in which he now makes his He feels that the primary respon
Cony from the floor but a 17-9' ’
THS Over Redskins
F. Perry
98.9
millions. "In other words, by con
good until the shocked taxpayers found out that the strip
edge in the foul shooting departThomaston righted itself after home, telling of the many people sibility for the motivation lies with tributing one and one quarter mil
K. Drinkwater
98.4
which ran through highly assessed property was to be tax
ment gave the home team the de- four straight defeats to go ahead whom he has met and w’hom he the Maine oolleges, but that the lion doUars of its funds, Maine inPitch
983
exempt, hence a very heavy tax loss to the community. This
has found to be “properly reserved, people of the State as a whole must ! dustry could choose the beneficiary
cision.
■ Of the Wiscasset Redskins 55-46.
Gatcomb
98.0
took place in Rockland County, New York, last December.
Cony led at the quarter 9-8:
Ralph Gordon had 18 points in a I yet genuinely friendly—the kind assume responsibility for provid
L. Drinkwater
9H.0
i of an additional one and one
The point applies in Rockland, Maine, as well as in
Rockland at the half 19-18; and it 1 winning cause while Main notched ■
folks among whom one likes ing essential funds.
Howlett
97.4
quarter million, which otherwise
Rockland, New York. When property is transferred to pub
i
was
tied
up
at
30
all
after
three
13
f
O
r
the
losers.
The
win
gave
one
’
s
children
to
grow
up.
1
The
financial
burden
ot
the
Cook
96.8
would go directly into the federal
lic
ownership
from
private
ownership,
whatever
the
reason,
I quarters.
J Thomaston fourth place in the
He then considered with his au Maine wage earner, as already treasury." Were 40 per cent of this
Alley
96.3
the
property
remaining
in
private
hands
must
forever
after
Cony
put
on
an
all-court
press
pointed
out,
is
about
13
per
cent
circuit.
dience
the
background
and
the
na

In the past weeks action the
assigned to the Maine colleges for
carry the heavier tax burden because the public land is tax
in the final quarter that slowed
The Thomaston girls made it ture of the State of Maine, pointing greater than for the country as a
Gulf lengthened their lead as they
their endowed funds, this source
free.
: Rockland enough for the Rams to unaimous with a 39-36 win.
out that it Is the only state in the whole. He must provide for approx alone, within 10 years, would pro
swept two matches with totals of
i
eke
out
the
verdict.
The
Tigers
The
lesson
is
simple
—
private
property
is
best
kept
in
Score:
Thomaston
(55)
Moody
imately
25
per
cent
more
school
de

union bounded by only one other
1498 and 1510 which is good bowling
closed to within two points with (1), Sprowl; Sawyer 4 (3); Gor- state, that in its early days it rep- pendents than the average Amer vide sufficient scholarship endowin private hands and thus bear its fair share of the commun
in any league. Three of the next
less then three minutes to play but don 8 (2): D. Stone 3; MacFar-! resented an advanced and isolated ican worker. Continuing his analy l ment for one hundred Maine younq^
ity tax burden. We have seen Maine towns crippled finan
four teams lost four or five points
could
never quite close the gap land; Jamieson 6 (1), A. Stone 3. frontier, ar.d that self-reliance, sis,. Dr. Coles made it plain that lieopie to receive the benefits of a
cially
through
the
setting
aside
of
great
areas
of
their
tax

to leave the Gulf well in the lead.
college education, which would not
]
Cony
had
opened up at the start
able
land
as
State
ParkS,
etc.
Let
’
s
stick
to
the
middle
of
the
Wiscasset (46) Merry 1 (9); developed in its early days had Maine not only has less financial
The Eastern Tire slipped out of last
otherwise be available to them.
of
the
final
session.
road
and
not
overdo
the
tax
free
improvements.
Main
5
(3),
Curtis
4
(2);
Blagdon
grown into the self-confidence basis for supporting higher educa
place by beating a Dummy studded 1
Rockland
plays
at
Gardiner
to2, Cowley 1; Sproul, Huber; Mor which ied to separation from the tion than does the nation as a
Elks team. The Indies now have '
j night in what should be another rill 2 (2).
mother
commonwealth.
"Never whole but uses proportionately Museum Activities
three men in the top five averages,
A SOUND CREDO FOR NEW ENGLAND
! good game. In the opener here,
; since that separation.” he said, les6 of what she does have, so that,
all 98 or better. There have been
From the pen of Lawrence F. Whittemore, president of
Knox-Lincoln Standings
Tuesday
Gardiner won 46-42. Friday Gar
several good three strings totals
L "have Maine men felt the need to with less wealth per capita and less
the New England Council, comes a reaffirmation of the prin
W
7 p. m.; arts and crafts exten
diner was upset by Class M Mad
rolled lately namely: Pitch of In- j
1 ! accept the ideas or dictates of out- income per capita than in other sion course.
ciples upon which the Council bases its faith in this area.
Boothbay Harbor
8
ison ln a surprise and in the game
dependents 343. Hopkins of Gulf
It reads:
states, a smaller proportion of that
3. aiders."
7 p. m.; adult art class.
Lincoln Academy
6
before that Cony was forced into
345. W. Makinen 341 all have had i
“We in New England believe:
3 : Analyzing the present day popu- little goes to higher education.
Wednesday
Camden
6
an overtime before winning over
good chances to take of the high j
President Coles then outlined a
5 ! lation of Maine, he pointed out that
"That because New England is the homeland of this na
4
3.30 p. m.; Girl Scouts meeting.
the Gardiner team which seems to Thomaston
three of 349 but have slipped up on ;
tion's first principles, a region whose sors and daughters
7 , while the State has gained ln total program w’hich might 'argely rem
Thursday
2
' be fading lately in their bid for a Wiscasset
a spare along the line somewhere
have helped forge and shape the concepts upon which the
8 population since 1940, statistics in edy this situation. He showed that
Waldoboro
1
3 p. m.; Brownie Scouts meet
: tourney spot.
One thing is very evident and that
U. S. was founded, we should accept leadership in laying
dicate that almost 28,000 people by conservative estimate at least ing.
Union Leads Bulwer
j Score: Cony (43) Nelson 2.
is the total this first week of a new
down broad principles of individual, state and regional con
Union
took
Warren,
as
expected
!
have ml«raUd from Maine witWn 100 Maine high school graduates
Friday
Worthing; Tardiff 1 (4): Katon 2
half have been running a lot better
duct in this time of change and new opportunity;
this period, continuing the prac who do not now go to college, would
7.30 p. m.; Rubenstein Club.
' (5); Terrio 6 (5) Rand 1 (1), Ncv- : 53-32 to go into first place in the
with 1400 or better being rolled
“That New Englanders can be shining examples of those
Saturday
w
Bulwer League but that is expected tice under which the State has long do a good job in higher education I J).30 and 10.30
I ins 1 (2).
a. m.; childrens art™
quite frequently. The 40&8 are def
who are willing to accept the responsibility of individual
supplied
able
people
to
become
if
tliey
could
be
sought
out
and
Rockland (38' Johnson 4 (D; I to be changed tonight when Rock
initely on the upswing with their
freedom and enterprise and as well the opportunities in
shown that the wherewithal was j clases.
Levinthal 1, Alex 2; Deshon 4 (H: port is at home to Appleton. A leaaers ln olner Par“ “ [n€ ra11011
last two over the 1400 mark.
volved therein;
available to allow them to finish
All tlie Week
Rockport
win,
which
is
expected.
In
further
analysis,
he
noted
that
(4)
Bird;
Mosher
3
Flanagan 1,
In the Tri County League Sun
’’ff'hat because our people spring from many races and
Showing of the art work of the
would produce a deadlock for the Maine has an unusually large pro- their education. At $1,000 a year for
Kent
(3).
day Rockland beat Camden six
economic and cultural backgrounds, we may provide a dem
title
I portion of citizens who are not each of these 100 students, a total non-professionals of the Coastal
Seahawks Cinch K-L Flag
points to one in the men’s league
onstration of the virtues of tolerance and that fresh adven
If the Rockport girls win, it will a’a?* earners, and that her wage of $100,000 would be called for, and Area ln the North and Main OallThe Boothbay Harbor Seahawks
and Camden beat Rockland six
tures in brotherhood may give rich promise for the future;
produce a triple tie for their divi- ; earners, accordingly, bear an un- since each would be ln college for j cries.
wrapped up their second straight
points to one in the ladies. The I
"That New England strength lies in the democracy of its
An exhibit of paintings of the
sion championship with Union the 1 duly large burden, not only in di- four years, there would be a total
Knox-Lincoln League pennant in
men won by 96 pins lead by How
own meetings, and that the region's resolute refusal to seek
boats
of the Eastern Steamship
need
of
$400,000
which
would
rep

rectly
supporting
the
non-productfairly easy fashion Friday, scoring third team involved.
lett's 537 total whereas Camden la
special privilege and unfair regional subsidy, and its aware
resent investment return on an en ' and Fall River Lines in the Square
The Appleton-Rockport game j ive group, but in taxation,
a 51-38 win over Camden. It is
dies won only .by 24 pins.
ness of the potential dangers to freedom inherent in such de
was put over until Tuesday because
“Many of these untapped reserves dowment of 10,000.000. more than i Gallery, on loan from the Peabody
only the second time ln six years
pendence. have placed it in a position of leadership far
of the illness of several Rockport I in ability lie in tihe small and some- the Maine colleges combined have Museum of Salem.
that the K-L pennant has been
beyond that which is to be expected because of its geogra
times remote communities in the been able to raise during the past
In Close Match
won during the regular season, players.
phical size and population:
s
Bob Newbert with 21 points, State. They represent the top 10 decade. In spite of intensive drives.
without a play-off.
“That the broad development of our natural resources
paced the Union win over Warren, per cent in native intelligence, but Admitting that the University of
ARTESIAN WELLS
Camden led after a period by
Thirty Riflemen Engaged In
can best be achieved through individual action or co-opera
The loser's ace was Malcolm in many cases the bottom quarter Maine might caff upon the State
LEWIS
HERBERT & SON
13-11
but
the
home
team
started
tion by the states, and that federal action is only justified
Lively Meet Sunday
i in financial resources. Most ot these for some assistance, he does not feel
clicking thereafter and surged to Smith who had 14.
when the states cannot themselves meet the situation or
DRILLERS
SINCE 19U
1
independent colleges
------------------young people finish high school, that the
Thirty rifle enthusiasts braved
a 26-17 half time advantage and
m.ibor,
Tel Dark Hbr. 74-$1
when the country as a whole will receive unusual benefits:
Drinking
is
a
subject
that
floors
but
too
few
go
on
to
college.
For
should
turn
to
the
federal
trea

Sunday’s storm to participate in a
coasted in with a 41-27 bulge after
sett
“That, on the above basis, fair and unsubsidized competi
a lot of people.
comparison, for the entire country sury, for, he said, “dependence on
three team shoulder to shoulder
' three quarters.
tion between individuals, states, and regions is essential for
match at Rockland. The Eastern
Lin Benner and Harry Harring
their continued growth and the success of the private busi
Division Rifle Club emerged the
ton paced the champions with 13
ness system, and that no region should be placed ln a position
victors after a bit of close compe- ’
points apiece while Red Goodridge
of special advantage to the detriment of other parts of the
tition.
also hooped 13. The loss dropped
country;
Five high scores from each team
[ Camden into a second place tie
“That the sound economic expansion of the nation is
1 with Lincoln Academy.
were:
only possible through the reward of initiative and the realiza
Belfast: R. McGray 192. E. Small
The Camden girls made it num
tion that national growth and security are paramount to
188. O. Paul 187. J. Hatch 177, H
ber 68 in a row with a 54-37 win.
the economic success of any person, state, or region;
Paul 174. total 918
Score: Boothbay (51) Callahan
“That on these principles, we have the opportunity to
Hyde Windlass: G. Spinney 189.
1, Grover 3, Totter; Emerson (1),
mold our own future, and that to the extent that we work and
George Young 188. F. Bates 187, E
Benner 6 (1); Phillips, Abbott 1
exercise the 'Will to Win’ these may become the 'Great
LaChance 184. W. Loveitt, 183, to- !
I (2), McLellan; Lewis 1 (1), Har
Days of New England’.”
rington 5 (3); Paine 1, Bergquist
tai 931.
Rockland: D. Brown 189, V
i
tures near the thawing point as it 3 (1).
Camden (38) Goodridge 5 (3);
Jones 189. D. Huntley 188. W
Driving Too Fast ' is at zero.
Young 187, M. Brown 184. total 937
“When a motorist skids." con I Manning 6. Babbl; Rossiter (2);
State Police Say Skids In tinued Chief McCabe, “it is an in- j Murch 1 (3’. Leonard 1; Giffin 1.
Weeds in the mind are like
Scoring Record Set
dicate Too Much Speed j dieation that he is driving too fast
weeds in the garden—easiest to
for conditions. Tests have shown
Si Skillin of Lincoln Academy
eliminate if caught young.j
When road and weather condi , that it takes three to 12 times as [ set a scoring record for the year
Only Ford offers you
tions are bad, the driver himself i far to stop on snow and ice as on for the K-L League of 33 points as
your choice of t70-hp. V8
Its worth
must be good to compensate for dry concrete. Tire chains cut that he and his mates led all the way j
and
outlasted
a
Waldoboro
drive
j
distance
by
about
50
per
cent,
but
tlie extra hazards, motorists were
or 101-hp. SIX
more when
With that curved one-piece
warned today by Col. Francis J ■ even then fhe driver must pay to win in a thrilling game 67-65.
Dick
Levensalor
of
Waldoboro
sharp
attention
to
his
handling
of
you buy it--McCahle, Chief, Maine State Po
windshieldyou really see
hit for 26 in a losing cause. It
■ the wheel.
Your choice of Fordomatic,
lice.
worth more
"The two major factors to be j "Care of windshield is of utmost was the eighth loss In nine starts
Overdrive or Conventional
for
Waldoboro,
whose
girls
evened
importance,"
he
emphasized.
“
When
dealt with at this time of year are
when you trade it!
| snow and ice have encrusted the
inadequate traction and reduced
windshield of a parked car, the
visibility," McCabe said.
"These twin troublemakers test driver should not move it one inch
a driver’s skill and patience to the until after the glass has been
, utmost, but the driver who is deter cleared. You must see danger to
L <> \
mined to come through his winter avoid it . . . and you can’t see
driving tests with a record of no 1 through ice and snow.”
i failures can do so," he emphasized.
LOUDVILLE
"Winter driving demands much
a
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Graffam and
more attention than driving at any
other season,” he added, “because three children of Bath were week
//
changes in the weather and on the i end visitors of the Kenneth Gif' roadways are so frequent and so fords.
Mrs. Ida Smith, who has been
drastic."
He pointed out that a driver may j visiting friends and relatives in
X
' start for work in the morning with Rockiand and Round Pond, has
'-Antestreets and highways clear; but by i returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland, Mr.
noon It may be snowing; and by
Fordomotic Drive, Overdrive, whit* tidewoh tir*$, two-lon* colon aJIm’rated oot onal
at extra cost. Equipment, accessories and trim subject to change without notice.
* evening the going may be rugged. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and Lettie
I In the event of a freezing rain, ) Prior were business callers at
stretciies of icy pavement can be Damariscotta and Waldoboro on
Ilrre'i" a car that's ao far ahead in dc-i^u and build,
OVER A MILLION
come very treacherous. Glare ice is : Tuesday
LOANS made at fcnenat
Check these "Worth More” features
twice as slippery wh°n tempera
last year to employed
that it’s not only worth more when vou huv it . . .
jjsssswssjsMtssswssMssasstssstssoss 4
men and women — mar
|
—
|
Balanced-ease
steering
hut worth more wlicn you trade it. \\ lien vou feel the
WI DO AU THIS:
[~~]
Trend-setting
styling
ried and single — in all
J
FOR SALE
walks of life.
"GO” of ita high-compression V-B or Six ami try it*
hbVUSLkL
ZENITH
r~|
Fordomatic
Drive,
Overdrive
I I Key-Release counterbalanced deck
• Tune Up Engine
A Y1S” PROMPTLY
CAPEHART
MOTOROLA
1 lid with Space Saver deck lid hinges
*—’ or Conventional
MAIN STREET
wonderful new ride . . . when you cheek ita 11
• Inspect ond Adjust Broket
If you are steadily employed and
• Adjust for Fast Starts
RETAIL BUSINESS
"Worth More" features . . . see itr beautiful lower,
[ | Only V-! in the low-price field
[~~[ Ford Crestmark Body
can handle convenient monthly
• Exomine Oil Filter
payments,
chances for a prompt
{Excellent
reputation
and
makingi
longer, more massive styling, you’ll agree that lure,
r“| Full-Circle Visibility with one-piece
• Winter lubrication
[~| Most modern Six in the
“yea” are excellent. Phone first
Jmoney. Reasonable price. The!
— curved windshield and car-wide rear
• Cheek Electrical
1’ low-price field
indeed, is the New Standard of the \inerican Hoad
for
one-viait
loan.
Write
or
come
TV
•owner wants out because ofj
window
System
in to
today. See why so
□
Automatic
Power
Pilot
^physical reasons.
Exceptional^
Test Heoter,
many agree, ‘ It’s
| | Center-Fill Fueling
Head
ftwmoZ to be ,ure!”
Defroster
opportunity. See
|—[ Key-turn starting
• Clean ond Adjust
quarters
New Wonder Ride (Automatic Ride
lean, SlOOO and !•••
F. H. WOOD
Carburetor
gy|—| Hu,Hight construction
Control)
COURT HOUSE
The suing'
17Advanced sound-and-weather
| | Wide front tread
FINANCE
body insulation
COMPANY
[~~| Power Pivot suspended dutch and
Color-keyed body finish and
brake pedals and dash-mounted
OF MAIN!
upholstery combinations
brake master cylinder
bd FIm, • iFwMwwh Mumiil IM,)
BITLER CAR &
See it... Value Check it. . . Test Drive it!
35€ MAIN STREET
DeSOTOfPLYHOUTH
ANY SIZS

Gulf Well In Lead
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TIGERS AT GARDINER TONIGHT

SHOULD NOT ACCEPT FEDERAL AID

With 41 “Worth More” features ...
Aim
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It's the New Standard of the American Road

Where can
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to be surej
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MILLER'S
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RUBBER STAMPS
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Scout Sunday

Aunt Jemima Visits Owls Head School

TALK OF THE TOWN

43d Anniversary Observed: In Services At Rockland
High School

Story Of N'nanta

Municipal Court

“Challenge To Africa” Film
Tonight At Littlefield
Memorial Church

Recorder Alfred Strout presided
at the Monday morning session of
the Municipal court.
At that time. Rockland police
presented Alonzo Willey and Ora
Duntoir, both of Rockland, and
charged with affray. Willey was
also charged with being drunk ln a
public place Saturday. Attorney A.
Alan Grossman appeared for Dun
bar. After hearing extensive testi
mony the charges against both men
were filed.
• » • •
Oeorge Christie, no fixed home
address, was charged with being
idle and disorderly person Hu!
case was referred to the Director
of Public Welfare for appropriate
action.

Another of Rockland’s huge old
homes has fallen victim to progress
(8ocial and community events The Crockett house, at the juncDedication ceremonies for Cubs
Tlie missionary film, ''Challenge
are solicited for this calendar All tion of Main, Camden and Front and Scouts were held at the high
of Africa” will be shown at the
"Urenas"" Elv'^m^rci* stree* *
Preparatory school auditorium. Rockland. Sun
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
affairs, sales, supper's, dances, can- to the erection of a modern filling day afternoon.
Knox County 1 fcs.,4,Church tonight. Feb 10 at 730
not be accepted The decision of station by the American Oil Com- Scouting President Edmund Wot- |
I pm. This film was made in French
the editor is final.]
Pany.
ton presided and introduced the ! '
West Africa, Its aim is to present
Feb. 11—Rainbow for Girls instal------speaker of the day. Scout Execuone aspect of life in Africa today:
“Uon at Masonic Temple
Til„ Rockport Extension Associa- tiVe Clinton Rose of Portland
the problem of the Christian
Feb. 13—Rubinstein Club at Fams...
“
.
i uve vunlon «***
voruana
worth Museum
tion *l11 meet ®t 10 30 a. m.,
The ceremony included patriotic
' African who sees mapy things that
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Thursday, Feb. 19. with Mrs. Unamusical numbers rendered by j A;
need changing and who wants to
Feb 17—Rebekahs meetat 7.30. Ames. Members are to supply
their scouts Beniamin Perrv and Fred
help change them.
Odd Fellows Hall
own dishes and silver.
Robinson, and by Rev. Merle S
Feb. 18—Special meeting Canton
Africa . . vast and undeveloped
Conant of the Methodist Church.
Lafayette No. 18. 730. Odd Fel
land.......... home of restless millions
low's Hal!
The MET Club met with OertScout Julian Rubenstein led the
newly awakened to the world-wide
Feb 18—Nursing Career Day at rude Salo Wednesday evening. Bar- assembly in the pledge of allegi
cry for freedom. Africa........... a new
Knox Hospital.
bara bj^ow was initiated as a ance to the flag; Cub Scout Charles
field of combat on. which materialFeb. 20—Educational Club meets at
.
... . ,,
the Farnsworth Museum at 3
member. Ruth Porter will hold R. Monteith, Jr., and Explorer
; istic Communism and nationalism
The case against three woods
the
next
meeting.
Present
p. m
were carol Fairweather recited the oath
flaunt their challange. . . .not
men that had been heard and
Feb 20— Methebesec Club will Anita Young, Winnie Wotton, Cuto- of re-dedication for their respec
| boldly. . . .as yet, but slyly.....
2^lpamFBr,“Wtrlh MUSeU“ a‘ by K°''h011eP- Gertrude Salo. Mu- tive groups.
postponed from Saturday by Judge
preaching freedom while planning
,
Dwinal was taken up again.
Feb 27
27—
-iRdbinstein
Sam Savitt read the 19th Psalm.
(Rifbinatein Club Guest riel Salo. Marita Stanley, Barbara
1 tyranny..... seeking to pervert the
State police
charged Allen
Evening at Universalist Church. Blastow and Helen Stanley.
Rev. George Goudreau opened the
; leadership of idealistic, educated
March 3—Community Concert a' i
Erickson of Warren and Peter
proceedings with an invocation and
young
Africans
through
false
ap,
Arsenault
£n(J
Rawnond
Camden Opera House, Carol ,,
.
...,
Isaac,
Olenn. viohSrt, guest artist.
Mr' “d Mrs’ John McL(
Rev. Charles R. Monteith brought
peals to race loyalty!
both of Quebec, with assault and
March 4—Canton Lafayette No. 18 Mrs- Naomi Rackliff will be co- them to a close with the benedicSuch a young man was N'nanta. a
on thp
0(
to entertain Battalion at Odd I chairmen of the Circle supper, i tion.
village boy off to the city, filled with alaj Ernm NewberU Jivlng
Fe.^ows Halt
Wednesday Feb. 11 at 6 p. m., at
In spite of the snowstorm, there ,
ambitions for himself and Ins (aramoU5e in Cushing, on
87>
March 6—‘Methebesec Club meets
the
Universalist
Church.
Tlie
comwas a good attendance.
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
Photo by Cullen people. But N'nanta was different ;in(J selUng the house Qn
mittee includes Mis. Elizabeth Post,
um at 2.30 p. m
Aunt Jemima, famed figure of the pancake world, appearing at the First National Stores Friday and from the others, his father and
March 10—Bowdoin Meddiebemp- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levenseler, Mr
Louis B. Cook of A. C. McLoon Saturday, took time to visit the Owl’s Head School at lunch hour Friday. Above, she is shown serving stu his mother before him had been , causing considerable damage.
sters, Rockland High School Au and Mrs. Gerald Grant, Mr. and <fc Co. has returned from New York dents in the school lunchroom. Entranced by the jovial colored ladv are. left to right. Jimmy Tinker. Rober
Caotain J. Edward Marks and
ditorium, 8 p. m.
Kol£Worth o{
ta St. Clair, Christena Ferrara and Timothy Woodman. Aunt Jemima visited the classrooms prior to tbe Christian and he had been trained Tl.00!X,r
Mrs.
SJierman
Daniels,
E.
R
Vea

City
where
he
attended
a
two-dav
March 12—Showing of "Mr. Texas"
lunch hour and made a big hit with the youngsters.
in a Christian school.
State
Police
were
called to the
zie,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harold
Marshall,
®* "irst Baptist Church
business management forum on
Zealous for the progress of his scene ar.d arrested all three.
March 18—Style Show at the Le Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint, Mr. and Timken Silent Automatic Products.
with Rev. Hubert F. Leach offici
people, N'nanta was at first misled
gion Home. Benefit Hyde Home Mrs. William Cross, Miss Blanche
On Saturday, they were held ln
These forums are conducted annu
ating.
by the words of comrades who $1000 bail to enable state police
for Crippled Children.
March 20—Methebesec Club meets Pease, Miss Delia Pease and Miss ally to acquaint Timken Silent Au
------Entombment wil be in the Thom(Continued from Page One)
talked of liberation, of sharing and
procurc additional wi:nesses.
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori Sadie Pease, Mr. and Mrs. Ray tomatic direct factory dealers with Telephone Pioneer Died On aston Village cemetery.
climax was his story of the boy who , of a fellowship that sounded vague
Attornej Jerome C. Burrows ap
um at 2.30 p m
mond Fogarty, Mr. and Mrs. Palm management and sales problems.
Monday; He Supervised
was kept from the path of crime ly like the fellowship of Christ.
peared for the three defendants
er Pease, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Theme of this year's meetings was
OSCAR HILI.
It was only when his new-found while County Attorney Curtis M.
Early
Phone
Lines
during the depression days because
Collins and Rev. and Mrs. George the importance of good maru^efriends resorted to crime to ac- Payson prosecuted the case.
Oscar Hill, a resident of Warren
Wood.
ment policies in the increasingly
Robert Messer Packard, 83, died i for 33 years, died at the West Mea- of the Eagle badge in his possession. eomplisli their ends that N’nanta
Isaac and Erickson were found
February has kept all its wintry
competitive period ahead. Dealers at his Old County Road residence dow Road home of his niece. Miss
After Fred Harden, Jr. had called
clearly-drawn line. It was
not guilty nl both charges while
promises thus far. Snow, sleet, cold,
Rockland Encampment I.O.OF. and company personnel participat Monday.
the District Court of Honor to or then that his Christian training Arse!lault was ctmvkted ol the
Lilliam M Makic on Monday.
blow with this mornings tempera will meet Wednesday. Feb. 11. ed alike in open discussions of
He was born in Rockland, Oct. 23.
Born in Finland 73 years ago. the der. Dr Robert L. Allen proceeded reasserted itself and he was reassault and battery charge ar 5
ture under 20 and a stiff breeze Lunch will follow the regular meet these problems.
1869, the son of Merrick and Har- deceased came to the United States to present with the help of their stored to his family, his people and spnt€1_ l0 tcr,e 30
iu jall
from the norlwest. Two great men ing
riet (Bird) Packard.
in his youth and settled first at parents the Star rank to Lee Dyer his church.
born this week, Thomas Edison and
The
Knox County Council,
Mr. Packard was an employee of Quincy, Mass. Later he was em- and Bradford Burgess, and then This simple story, filmed on lo- I
BORN
Abraham Lincoln.
American Legion, will meet in the New England Telephone & ployed as a stonecutter at Clark told of his twenty five years since cation in Africa, presents a thrillWlieaton — At Knox Hospital. Thomaston at the Legion Hall on Telegraph Company for 40 years Island.
he became a Scout, paying tribute
glance of Christianity’s conBarbara Brazier has joined the Feb. 7. to Mr and Mrs. Albert Friday. Feb. 13. Supper and movies prior to his retirement several
surviving are several nieces and to the training which Scouting fuct with great world fortes and
Wlieaton of Friendship, a son.
energetic sales staff at Chisholm's,
McLellan—At Camden, Feb. 10. on New York’s National Conven years ago.
nephews. He had made his home I gave then and now. There was a heartening insight into the
With Lake Frontage
working on the soda fountain.
to Dr. and Mrs. William McLellan, tion will be enjoyed. All Legion
He was a member of the Tele with a niece for several years past. round after round of applause as victory that may be won when
a daughter.
phone
Pioneers,
an
organization
of
naires and their wives are invited
Union or Warren
Funeral services will be held Fred Varricchio came forward to, Affica leaders are dedicated to
Watts—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 8.
John M. Richardson, editor and
men who pioneered telephone ser from the Simmons Funeral Home receive his award, accompanied by j Christ.
‘
to Mr and Mis. Floyd Watts of
Wanted for Buyer
publisher of The Courier-Gazette Tenant's Harbor, a daughter.
Jimmy Smith, son of Mr. and vice across the1 nation. He had re- in Warren at 2 o’clock. Wednesday. his parents. Tlie room was filled !........... — ........... ................ ...... will be guest speaker before the
Philbrook—At Gould Maternity Mrs. Stanley Smith of Thomaston, I tained a keen interest ln telephone Rev Bruce Cummings officiating. with the Scouts, their families, the.
Call
Jones. First year pins were
Rockland Lions Club Wednesday Home. South Hcpe. Feb 1. to Mr. is in the Thayer Hospital, Water afairs and often visited the local Placement in the tomb and burial guests, and the members of the awarded to: Perry Barnard. Bradand
Mrs.
Eugene
Philbrook
of
F.
H.
WOOD
noon at the Thorndike Hotel.
Camden.
(Marian Linscott of ville. with a serious eye injury. He l plant where he had served so long at Fairview cemetery in Warren, lairer sex; the Brownies, Girl [ord Burgess. Kennedy Crane III,
COUKT HULSE
would enjoy cards from his friends.' «« construction foreman.
Union), a son—Robert Lee.
in the spring.
Scouts and their leaders.
, Ee€ Dyer. Milton Knowlton, KenState officials of the 40 & 8 will
_____
Much of the original telephone
The concluding events of the, neth Marsh, and Rowland Was- '
DIED
meet next month with Legion con
It was Dick Lufkin’s turn to service in the Coastal Area was in
good evening were the awards to the gatt; Fred Varricchio was awarded
Success is nothing but
Rirker — At Oamden. Feb. 9,. shine yesterday in The Couirer- ; stalled under his direction.
vention officers to plan for that or
idea and hard work.
Scouts of year pins by Ralph E. a third year service star. Also i
84
Elizabeth
Emma
Ricker.
age
ganization’s part in the statewide
He was a member of Rockland
Post, Institutional Representative, present for the ceremonies was
year- Funeral Thursday. 2 p. tn. Gazette Birthday Marathon with
meeting of veterans. A resumption from Burpee Funeral Home In- i
Lodge of Elks.
Just arrived — New Gabardine and Chairman of the Troop Com- Explorer Adviser H. Elmo Crozier, i
CLAYT BITLER
Funeral services will be held from Skirts, sizes 22 to 32. New Ann- ) mittee and tlie Scoutmaster’s <or Jnany years Scoutmaster of
of the colorful 40 & 8 antics and terment in Rockville.
help demolish the handsome an
Woodcock—At Togus, Feb. 9. niversary cake made by Alta Dim the Davis Funeral Home in Rock Barton Jewelry for that Valentine Benediction by Neil C. Ncvicka.'
parade are planned after a lapse of
Wants to See YOU About
"206".
Harold L. Woodcock of Cushing. |
land at 2 o'clock Wednesday with | gift. Tlie Mandarin Dress Shop Chief expediter and general chjirseveral years.
age 57 years. 5 months, 7 days. Fu- j ick for the popular job shop suTELEVISION
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the i 375 Main street, over Paramount 5 man of the evening's events was The man who follows another
neral Thursday, 1 p m. from Da- perintendent
157-U
First
Baptist
Church
officiating.
The Junior Chamber of Com vis Funeral Home. Thomaston. En
Restaurant.
18-lt: none other than his honor. Edwin never gets ahead.
merce held its charter night Thurs tombment in Village cemetery.
Shirley D. Barbour, linotype Interment wil- be in Achorn ceme
Weeks—At Togus. Feb. 8, Donald i chief of Tlie Courier-Gazette staff. tery.
day evening at the Thorndike Ho Boss
- T
■■»
■!
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'
■ i'l l)
Weeks, age 56 vears. Private
■...
tel and had as guests the employ funeral services Wednesday. 2 p.m. :
battling bursitis in his shoulder
■ • •
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HAROLD L. WOODCOCK
ers of the members. A total of 40 from the late residence. 27 High His skillful hands are sorely missed
persons were in attendance. James land street. Interment in Achorn on the machines.
Harold L. Woodcock, 57, Cushing
Cemetery. Rev. George Wood offi
Stanley of Bangor, past national ciating. Please omit flower.'.
farmer, died at the Veteran’s Hos
IN MEMORIAM
pital in Togus, Monday, after a
vice president of the Jaycees, was
Fuller — At Rockland. Feb. 6.
In memory of my loving wife
in attendance. James Stanley of Seymour Watts Fuller of St. Ethel E. Keizer who passed away brief illness
He was born Jan. 6 1896, at
Bangor, past national vice presi George, age 63 years. Funeral Feb. 13, 1950.
services (today) at 2 p. m. from
dent of the Jaycees, was speaker of Burpee Funeral Home. Interment Gone is the face I loved so dear, I Thomaston, the son of Casper and
Is the voice I loved to hear: ; Arulje (Butler) Woodcock, and is
the evening.
in North Parish Cemetery. Wiley’s Siler.t
Too far away for sight or speech.
. . . ,,
.
Corner. Rev. J Charles MacDonald But not too far for thoughts 0 survived by two sisters. Miss Julia
officiating.
reach
' ' Woodcock and Mrs. Webb Clark,
Dr. Frank tRichardson has been
Hill
SC?"
to remember her who once j both of Thomaston.
called home by the sudden death Hill, formerly of Warren,®\2
age 73
was here
; puneral services will be held<
of his mother.
years. Funeral services Wednesday
TO TT
(?t
YOU'LL WANT
2 p. m. from Simmons Funeral AndasWd^rth°Ugh abS,,nt' * JUSt I from the Davis Fl,n?ral HomC’
ON€
OF
THESE
INTERESTING
HANDBOOKS
ON
HOW
TO
Sadly missed by her husband. ; Thomaston, at 1 p. m. Thursday
Burdell's Dress Shop. Just Re Home in Warren Rev. Bruce Cum
mings officiating. Pracement in the
Edwin Keizer.
----------------------------------------------—-|
ceived. Crisp rayon tafetta dresses tomb and burial at Fairview Ceme 18*It
BECOME A JUNIOR AIRCRAFT SPOTTER
Sizes 12 to 20.
18-lt tery’ in the spring.
MORE THAN EVER BOYS AND GIRLS ALL OVER
CARD OF THANKS
Robbins—At Lowell. Mass.. Feb
AMERICA ARE KEENLY AWARE OF THE IMPORTANT
I wish to express my sincere j
6. Albert S. Robbins formerly of thanks to all my friends and rela
7/1
Rockland, age 72 years
tives for all the cards, letters and i
Parkard—At Rockland. Feb, 9. gifts sent me during my illness.
Robert
M.
Packard,
age
83
years.
Mrs. Emma Davis,
"Service after the sale” is our
Funeral Wed. 2 p. m.. DavL Fu
Friendship.
18*lt
slogan and has been since "Broad neral Home. 558 Main St. Inter
THIS 6AS-A
casting Began.” Experience and ment in Achorn Cemetery.
IN MEMORIAM
Clark—At Union. Feb. 9, Robert
technical knowledge combined with
VALENTINE FOR. YOU,
In loving memory of my dear
F Cla»k, age 76 years, 9 months, brother and sister. Fred E. Hahn
proper, latest instruments insure 25
FOR HEATIN6AWO
days. Funeral segyices at home
our customers TV satisfaction. of Mrs. Bertha Bryant. Tuesday and Ethel Gay Hahn, who passed
to their Heavenly Home Feb. 10
FOR COOKIN6, TOO
House-Sherman, Inc., Main St., (Feb 10) at 130 p. m. Burial at and Feb. 12. 1951.
Rockland.
Adv. the Village Cemetery. Thomaston. Their chferv words and laughter
Their dispositions rare
Will always be remembered
GAME PARTY
By all cf those who care
They
were always ready with help
EVERY FRIDAY
24-hour service
ing hand and heart
At 7.u P. M.
that reaches every part
All those that knew Fred and Ethel
TOWER ROOM
Gay through the years,
of the world open to
COMMUNITY BUILDING
From them will never part
Aoopicoo Knights of Colombo*
peacetime travel.
Loving and kind in all their ways
i8-T4sTh-tf
Upright and just to the end of
their days
j Sincere and true ln their heart and
:
mind
*
RUSSELL
I Beautiful memories they left be
hind
j Tife sad but true we wonder why
11 «NC« ST
SSAMAmST
Funeral Home
; The best are always the first to
Hl *92
til • 0
rtv
«T. 1900----------------THOodASTON
«OCKL(hNO
0(X«»0AT
die
CARL M. STILPHEN
TWo beautiful lives that came to
L.ADY ASSISTANT
KNOX*LINCOLN«WALDO
an end
Sabre-jets! Lockheed Shooting Stars! Superforts'.
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
AYIOON S WHARF
51
j They died as they lived everyone’s
Action pictures of all the famous fighters . . . trans
SERVICE
friend.
---------------- ROCKLAND--------------Sister. Mrs. Sadie Hahn Yates.
ports . . . airliners . . . printed right ou the end-labels
PHONE 701
Camden, Maine.
18‘lt
of your favorite bread—Nissen's Old Home Bread!
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Save ’em! Trade 'em! Be the first in your gang to get
1-tf |

Coming Events

Robert M. Packard

Eagle Scout

The Weather

POULTRY FARM

BOY$ AND GIRLS

6

Tele Vision

Y

A

*

Before buying any
hearing aid,you owe it
to yourself to try
the 1953

Tegrnt'.
Hearing Aid

BOSTON SHOE STORE
NEW LOCATION
304

under our 10-day *
money-backGuarantee!

(*o«m CeMveaw OrdMi

By Mhm of woritf-famovt
Zenltti foiovuton and radio aaU

BURPEE

a complete collection. And that's not all. Look at this!

MAIN STREET

Ambulance Service
TKL8. m-<2«-M
IM-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND, MB.

1-«

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
«M MAIN ST.

KOCKLANDl

11-

Nison's

,

home bread '

FOOTWEAR

For The Whole Family

•1 iMttatato ortra caab

Funeral Home

AieptAdE
1RMNM PlfllREM

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
AT POPULAR PRICES

SM mar
Sfiofferi...........
48 PLANES IN ALL

NEW PICTURES EVERY WEEK
GET ENTRY BLANK AT YOUR GROCER!
18-19

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

UNION
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD

HERE’S HOW UTTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* ln thia column not to exceed three line* Inserted
once for 50 cento, three time*, one dollar. Additional line* 10
cento each for each line, half price each additional time lued.
Five small word* to a line,
Special notice! All "blind ad»" so called. L e. advertbemenU
which require the answer* to be sent to The Courier-Gaietto
office for handling, cost 25 cento additional.

RON. Steel, Metal. Rags and
terles wanted. MORRIS GORN tt SON. $ Leland St, Tai.
•W. ________________________Wtf
ONT discard your old or
ique furniture. CaU. H. JOHN
WMAN tor restoring and »ahin<; $$ Masonic St.
Tel.
t-Bd.
ltf

FURNISHED COTTAGES
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
Close to SL Petersborg. Clear
water and Tampa.
Write far Information clrcnlar

139-tf

SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or CaU
258 Water SL. Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL.
836-W
144-tf
SBOOND-Hand Furniture bought
and sold.
Tel. 1374-W.
O. W.
SEWALL.
lOTtf

there ls an even chance lt will come
heads no matter how many times
WALDOBORO
it has come tails.. Likewise, next
time we bowl we will have our even
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
chance along with the other team,
Telephone 250
Vinalhaven Bowling Virtuso Makes Up for a win.
Score Worms vs Pirates.
In Fun What He lacks In Technique
Worms; Adams 242, Bickford 232,
At the regular meeting of the
Peacock 234. Loveless (for Johnson)
Woman’s Club Tuesday afternoon
260, Wymie 231, total 1199.
the guest speaker will be A. A.
I Very few people, even some of his our boosting his average a single
Pirates; Williams for MacDon
Weeks of the Sylvania Company.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Louise ' closest friends, would ever connect pin. A born actor, Mike likes to ald 242, Olson 250, Peterson 363,
Genthner, Mrs. Jennie Chute, Mrs the name Michael Angelo Senerchla take part in amateur theatricals Sanborn 266. Shields 292, total 1313.
with the Jovial, thoroughly Ameri and when bowling can express all
Dorothy Andrews.
Soup For The Ducks
can citizen, they know as Mike the emotions of mankind from
Mrs. Anna Ripaldi and family of
Tt was soup for the Ducks and
stark
tragedy
when
something
goes
Wiliams, but such was the name he
Lawrence, Mass, liave been guests
not duck soup at the Cascade Al
was christened with, and in sunny wrong, to supreme bliss when ev
of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cohen.
leys Monday night when the Ducks
Italy where Mike’s family origina erything is all right. Even in the
Charles CroweU and son Gar ted, it was a name to be reckoned rough clothes of a fisherman he won a hotly contested and exciting
land of Portsmouth, N. H, spent with. But America has a way of would catch the female eye, but match from the Ganders by only
the weekend with his parents Mr changing names and people, and put him in a dress suit and he looks three pins. Both teams made better
scores than average and lt was sta
and Mrs. W. H. CroweU.
Michael Angelo Senerchla has been like the Duke of Devonshire or the
The local Fire Department was shortened to plain Mike Williams Count of Countenance. Once a page ted that this is the first time for
the season 'hat two teams had
called to the home of Levi Robin and no damage done to either the boy at the State Capitol in Augus
made better than 1300 In a match
son for a bad chimney fire Satur name or the man.
ta, Mike at an early age learned
The first string was close, the
day morning.
As a bowler Mike is far from be how to get along with people and
Ducks taking it by one pin, but the
his
agreeable
personality
goes
far
The Lincoln County Poultry Im ing the craftsman that his celebra
Ganders forged ahead ln the sec
provement Association wiU hold a ted namesake was as an artist for to smooth the boulders from the
ond, winning by 36 pins and things
meeting on Friday, Peb. 13, at 8 Mike was denied the chance to rocky road of bowling. But consti
loked rosy for them right up to the
p. m. at H. P. Hoods and Sons in learn much about the game until tuted as he is he sometimes stubs
last few frames when the Ducks
Waldoboro. Refreshments will be he was a man grown and his tech his own toe on said boulders and
flopped ln as winners, mainly by
comes
up
with
a
score
that
looks
served.
nique suffers accordingly. He starts
virtue
of Ken Smith's 113 string
The Woman’s Missionary Society his delivery in a sort of crabwise like the average mean temperature
which he "snuek in” on the boys,
of the Baptist Church met Friday walk, with a side sweeping swing of Nome, Alaska.
It has been said of Mike that at and Poole's strike ln the 9th
afternoon at the' home of Mrs. that sometimes hands the pins an
frame Just when It would do his
Helen Ferry. The subject for the awful jolt and again sometimes a bowler he is a pretty good herring
team a lot of good.
catcher,
but
he
will
be
missed
hands
Mike
an
awful
jolt
when
it
afternoon was Leprosy Missions in
The Gander boys tried awfully
mightily
if
the
time
ever
comes
Africa, and was in charge of Mrs. lands in the gutter. But there is
hard to find a mistake in the score
Fannie Grey. The refreshment nobody in the entire outfit who gets when he has to devote more time but they were all OK after a thor
committee was Mrs. Priscilla Day, more fun out of bowling than Mike to catching herring than he does ough checking and the Ganders
Mrs. Bessie Brown, Miss Dora Gay. for besides being one of the best to bowling.
had to pay the bills. This win tor
Pirates Punch-Worms Wilt
The group wiU join the Methodist kidders in existence he is possesed
the Ducks brought them up to a
The Jolly Roger flew high at the
Church on Feb. 20, for the World of just enough of the Latin tem
tie with the Ganders for third
perament to be exalted to the mast head Wednesday night as the
Day of Prayer,
place, and there is some Duck talk
heights when he is a winner and Pugnacious Pirates
socked the
Mrs. Phoebe M. Burro
about climbing to the top right
submerged to the depths when he Worms for as bad a beating as they
Mrs. Fhoebe M. Burns, widow of is a loser. A colorful character, have taken all season. It was a sad away, to which the others reply
Elbridge Bums died Thursday after Mikes makes his presence felt any and surprised bunch of Worms as “Over our dead bodies. Quack,
a short Ulness. She was born at where he may be, and when the they surveyed the score showing Quack.” Score Ganders vs Ducks.
Ganders—Williams 240, Drew
Frenchboro and lived most of her bowlers gather you can always tell them 114 pins adrift and losing all
life in Friendship. Sht was the when Mike’s around from the good five points. Captain Wymie had an 257, Peacock 260, H. Arey 267, Rae
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry natured banter and the hearty especially bad night not getting out 283, total 1307.
Ducks—Grimes 222, Olson 268,
Murphy.
laughter that he exudes. Tall, dark of the 70’s for the evening and he
She attended the Advent Chris and handsome, the answer to a had his rubber boots on too. Sparky Sanborn for Nelson 250, Smith 285,
tian Church was a member of the maiden’s prayer, Mike is not quite Adams was the only man to hold Poole 284, total 1310.
Pythian Sisters, and the Auxiliary the answer to a bowling team Cap his end up, and he managed this
to the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
EAST LIBERTY
tain’s prayer for a man who can by getting a 99 string in the second,
Surviving are two daughters, average 85, for Mike’s average is by virtue of a spare on a strike, an
Ernest Hooper spent the weekend
Mrs. Dora Cushman, Dedham, quite a bit below that and he seems event that brought forth a storm in Cambridge, Mass.
Mass, and Miss Lola Burns of unable to boost it.
of cheers from the gallery, and a
Mr. and Mrs Richard Bagley vis
Bath; four sons, Cleveland and
Mike gives as an alibi that he big chalk mark on the stove pipe, ited relatives in Portland Sunday,
Swansea of Bath, Ernest and Leslie doesn’t get bowling enough to get to commemorate the big event.
Leroy Howes and Milton Pease
of Friendship, six grandchildren himself in the proper shape for big
Shields was head man with a 292
each
have new television sets.
and ten great grandchildren.
ger scores. "Now if I could only but Link Sanborn tied his high
Mrs. Harry Towers is a surgical
Funeral services were held at 2 bowl a couple of hours after break single with a 101. There seems to
p. m. Sunday from the Advent fast, a couple more after dinner be a feeling among the other clubs patient in the Waldo Oounty Hos
Christian Church with Rev. E. E. and then a match In the evening, that now that the Pirates have pital.
The Friendly Circle meets every
Pender and Rev. Kathleen Weed five or six days a week, I think I 6hown that the Worms are not in
officiating. Interment was at the could work myself into the 90 class. vincible, they may be easier to Friday night at Hazel Bagley’s to
Harvor View Cemetery. Arrange But some of his teammates think beat. Captain Wymie Just grins and work on patchwork quilts which
ments were made by the Waltz he would only work himself into a says "Bowling is just like tossing a they are selling to help pay for la
state of complete exhaustion, with- penny. Everytime it comes down bor done on the church steeple.
Funeral Home, Waldoboro.

A MODERN MICHAEL ANGELO

VALENTINE,
tG/fT,

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

The Union PTA will hold an auc
tion in the auditorium of Thomp
son Memorial in Union Thursday
evening, Feb. 12. The proceed® from
this auction will be used to pay for
flourine treatments for the gram
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
mar schaal students. Merve Merrill
No classified ada will be accepted without the cosh and no book
wiU act ts the auctioneer for the
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
PTA group.
ALL ML’ST BE PAID FOR
ao received except from Arms or Individuals maintaining regular
Mrs. Howard McAllister, who has
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
been recuperating in Portland after
a major operation, expects to re
turn tc her home in South Union
on Tuesday. Her sister Mrs. James
LOST
AND
FOUND
FOR SALE
Pecknam and daughter Sally of
EVOKOB Wrist Watch lost Sun. ’ Newport, R. I., will spend several
BALED Hay for sale. Brome,
Timothy, and Clover Mixtures, i Congo. Church, Perry's Coal Office, j weeks with Mrs. McAllister to as
priced according to grade. Call WM. KARL. Tel. 689 Reward.
18-lt sist in caring for the home and
EDWARD C. CUTTING, telephone
family.
Union 33-3; Warren 3-3 or Lin
TIRE, mounted on Chevrolet
colnville 3-4528._____________ 18-20
Womans Community Club meets
wheel, size 670-15. lost on Broadway
Reward. TEL. Union Tuesday afternoon Feb. 10 at 2
EARLY 1330 Buick 4-door Sedan, Sunday.
18-20 o'clock at Mrs. Herbert Hawes,
heater, white wall tires, for sale, 17-19. if found.
in good condition. May be seen
NOTICE
is
hereby
given
of
the rather than Club rooms. A business
at 44 Gay St. or TEL 273-M. 18'30 loss of Deposit Book number 12339
meeting followed by program with
MODERN 9-piece Dining Room and the owner of said book a<ks for roU call—"A Book I Enjoyed". Also
duplicate
in
accordance
with
the
Set for sale
ORACLES GAROEfiR, Mrs. Charles A. Swift. 9 provisions of the State Law. KNOX a book report by Lena Bartlett.
Booker St., Thomaston. Tel. 374 OOUNTY TRUST CO . by Lendon Hostesses are Edith Bowes. Mar
18-20 Jackson Treas, Rockland, Me, tha Fuller and Ruby Chaples.
Jan. 27. 1963
12-T-18
Traveling Grange comprised of
BUY Oakes. Buckeye and Vinca
DOUBLE Barrel Shot Gun lost Seven Tree, Union, Georges Val
Poultry Supplies at a Real Saving;
1 gal. Glass Waterers 85c. Mason Saturday at 5 p. m. on the South ley, Appleton; Evening Star, Wash
Jar Glass Bases $125 doz. 4’ Chick Thomaston rood near the residence ington; and Pioneer, East Union
Feeders $1 70. and Brooder Guard. of Milton Philbrook. Will the party
$359-250’ roll. These are only a who found it please notify PETER will meet Tuesday night Feb 10 at
few of the low prices you can get EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St., city Pioneer. Late lunch to be served.
at MAINE BLUEBERRY GROW
15-18 j Each grange visitor contribute
ERS, West Rockport, Maine. Tel.
sweets and three numbers on pro
Oamden 2585
18-20
gram.
TO LET
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bybee of
north of The Drive-In Theatre. E.
THREE-Room Apt. with bath to
A WOTTON. Tel. 1388-04 after let, at once. MILDRED STET Cliston Hill, Missouri are with their
son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
6 p. m.
17*22 SON, 21 Knox St., Thomaston.
18*30 Charles Bybee for an indefinite
USED Electrolux Cleaner for
•alt. in good condition, $10. TEL
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea time.
Mrs. Lyle Norwood and son, Paul
3S6-M_________ ____________ 17-19 sonable rate.
UNITED HOME
For Sale or Swap—One Legion SUPPLY CO., 579 Main St., Tel. of Baldwinsville. Mass, visited over
55and61-EOT the weekend at her parents, Mr.
Uniform, size 38. never worn. $35 i 939, Rookland.
cash, or swap even for size 40 in
LARGE Furnished Room, well and Mrs. Ralph Hunt.
good condition. CALL 506-W be 1 heated to let. CaU at 100 UNION { Kupples Klub of Methodist
tween 2 and 5 pm.
17*19 j ST.
17*19 Church will hold their Feb. meeting
25-ET Lobster Boat for sale,
FOUR-Room downstairs Apt. Friday. Feb. 13.
moderately priced; also white for rent, complete bath, livingSeven Tree Grange regular meet
enamel Cook Stove, complete with room heater with oil burner in
oil burners, $50; Motorola Radio stalled, kitchen combination range ing Wednesday, Feb. 11. A pie sale
for Plymouth car. nearly new; crib with oil and elec., water on meter, will be held, benefits to help
and mattress, 3S horsepower, 3 $7 50 per week. Adults only. Ref on the polio drive, due to the
phase motor; 5 horsepower, 3-phase erences required. CALL 1288-W postponed meeting in Jan., the
motor.
Contact HERBERT J. during day and 291-W after 6 p. m.
money earned will go for this
HILLGROVE. 107 South Main St.
IStf
worthy cause.
17*19
THREE-Room Furnished Apt. to | The local fire department at
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, also rent. TEL 182-R; 15 Grove St.
tended a bad chimney fire at
crib and mattress and bassinet.
IStf j
EVANS TOLMAN. Tel. 1507-J.
Robert Kearly’s Friday.
____________________________ 17*19
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker are
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
HIGH pressure Copper Tank for
guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Abbot Spear
149tf
sale. 30 gallons; 138 Camden St.
in Boston, while attending the
TEL. 1001-W.
16-18
FOUR-Room Apt. with bath to !
let. Hot water; 34 Fulton St. j Sportsmen's Show.
WOOD
TEL. 1379-R.
lltf J J. C. Anderson of Sebago Lake
Dry Slabs. Hardwood and Kind
called on Allred Hawes Saturday.
ling for sale Delivered anywhere.
TWO Rooms, bath, kitchenette,
Prompt service BUNKER SPEAR
unfurnished, to let, 212 Main St. i Miss Madolyn Hawes of Boston
Tels. 8004 or 1208-K.
16-21 TEL. 194-R
6tf spent the weekend with her par
THE new 1953 English Austin,
UNFURN. 4-room heated Apt. 1 ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes
now on display at W. D. HEALD to let, thermostatic control, elec,
Kupples Klub
your Austin dealer, Camden. Me. kitchen range, elec, refrig., hot and j
Klub of Methodist
_______________________________ 13-18 oold water, flush, $8 per week; ! Kupples
EARLY cut good quality baled 4 Rankin St., over Carr’s Store Church hold their supper and pro
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL TEL 25 after 6 p. m. or before : gram Friday, Peb. 13, with Mr. and
Tel. 408
lltf 830 p. m.
ltf 1 Mrs. Herbert Hawes and Mr. and
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to j Mrs. William Robbins as program
model in excellent condition, 4 let. TEL. 213-M.
ltf committee; Mr. and Mrs. Holman
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg.
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts, j Robbins, Mr. and Mrs. George Fos
Co, 360
155-tf
to let. Central and No. End loca sett and Mr. and Mrs. George Day
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf supper committee.
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
SANDING Machine and Polisher
Grangers o Meet
OOMPANY. Rockland. TeL 303.
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
Seven Tree Grange regular
129tf Inquire at SEA OOAST PAINT'
CO . 440 Main St.
ltf i meeting Wednesday night. A pie
sale will be held. The money re
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
WANTED
to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or ceived will go for the recenf'March
EIGHT or 10 in. Bench Saw and 1219.
lOltf ol Dimes,” as due to several Grange
Jointer wanted: condition must be
meetings being omitted, the con
HEATED and unheated furnished
good, price reasonable.
TEL.
tribution usually given was de
846
18*lt Apts, to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Park St Tela 8060 or 1234
ltf layed.
Man wanted to work on poultry
Orient Circle
farm.
Apply In Person, to L. B.
ROKES and SON, Cobb Road,
EGGS & CHICKS
Orient OES. Circle voted to
Camden.
17tf
hold a Calendar Supper March 31
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK
GIRLS—one-year course in the
at Masonic Hail. The food sale
PULLETS
have
proven
highly
[
nursing care of children. Full
maintenance and cash allowance. profitable for commercial egg pro- J committee reported $23 50 received
Two years high school minimum ducers. Healthy, quick growing, and this amount given to the
requirement; high school graduates heavy laying, reasonable in price, j Woman’s Community Club music
given preference. Write N. E. Malne-U. S. Approved. Pullorum fund.
PEABODY HOME. Newton Center Clean. Also Reds. Barred Rocks.
Present Mock Wedding
59. Mass
17-19 Leghorn-Red Grosses for eggs—
other breeds for meat. Write for
Orient Chapter, No, 30, O.E.S.
SLIP Covers. lamp Shades, prices — CLEMENTS CHICKS.
Drapes, made to order. LUNDELL, INC., Route 33. Winterport, Maine. met Friday night with 52 members
29 Beech St. Tel. 1116-W
16*18
(2) and four guests present. The new
WAITRESS wanted for full time
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks officers were in the chairs. At the
work. Call at BOBS LUNCH. 572 for sale; bred for high egg produc close of the meeting a mock wed
Main St. Tel. 8388.
16-18 tion and resistance to leukosis. We
ding “A Mason Takes A Wile"
FURNISHED Modem Apartment also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES
was presented by the program
POULTRY
FARM,
Cobb
Road.
wanted, with two bedrooms. Adults.
13tf committee, Gladys Cramer, with
TEL 865-M or inquire at 8 State Camden. Me Tel. 2261.
Street.
16-18
SEX-Link Chickens from Pul the following members taking part.
HOUSEKEEPER wants work ln lorum Clean U. S. Approved stock Thumblena Stopp, the bride, Lil
•mall family or for one alone. TEL for sale. The same fine chicks lian Nickala; Verne Hiddy, the
853-M2
___
18-20 you have had for over ten years.
Straight run 1514c; pullets 31c. groom, Earu Butler; Preacher
OIL burners, cleanedTTHE~FIX- DUTCH NECK HATCHERY, Mel Bowe, the miniver, Clinton Cram
IT SHOP. 138 Camden St. Tel. ville Davis. TeL 122-23 Waldoboro.
er; Mrs. Sniffles Snoogles, the
1091-W.
IStf
lOtf
bride's mother, Ethel Creighton;
ALTERATIONS
and
Repair
SEX-Link Chicks for sale. Maine
work wanted at 501 Main St., U. S. Approved Pullorum clean, Samuel Snoogles, father of the
Bicknell Block, Apt. 1. MAE high egg producing stock, very low bride, Edward Matthews;
Kissy
CROSS. Tel. 508-RK.
17-19 mortality. BYRON MILLS, Wal Switch, the train bearer, Gertrude
WANTED: To buy discarded or doboro, Tel. 51-3
6tf Hurmi; Hepsidee Hoppergrass, the
broken Bicycles or Tricycles.
RATE'S CRAFT SHOP, Prescott
REAL ESTATE
Street.
13*18
MISCELLANEOUS
W.anted. To give away, for the
TOR SALE
FOR EXPECTANT
cutting, excellent pulp wood and
Capt Cod colonial, completely
MOTHERS ONLY
stove wood, right close to a main remodeled and most attractive;
If you guess exact day of arrival,
high road See ALBERT TOL new bath, new kitchen, new heat
MAN. West Rockport, Me.
12-19 ing, 3 fireplaces, garden land and you will receive free a baby auto
seat. Register now at MEREDITH
shade trees, $10500
HELP WANTED (ATTENDANTS)
50-acre Farm with five-room FURNITURE OO, Rockland.
MEN AND WOMEN: Permanent
•tf
house, 15 acres blueberries, good
positions available for attendants,
barn partly made over for poultry
preferably between agea 38 and 55.
$3000.
Full maintenance, annual vacation
Small House on T Street for rea ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
two weeks, sick leave, legal holidays
A Bonded Service Representative
sonable
offer.
or Ume off in Ueu. Apply In person
See
display
Ads
describing
Main
l Will Be in Rockland and Vicinity
or In writing with reference* to
Monday, Feb. 9 thro
St. business for sale and poultry
Aagnota State Hospital.
Friday, Feb. 13
farm
wanted
Francis H. Sleeper. M. D,
TELEPHONE 395-M
F. H WOOD, Court House.
Superintendent.
17-19
17-18
143-T-18
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BLOOD MEANS LIFE,
J KEEP PEOPLE LIVING,
(CALL THE REO CROSSJ

JOIN IN GIVING!

flower girl, Minnie Mathews; Sarah
Gabbalot, the bridesmaid, Marie
Butler; Little Lord Fauntleroy,
ring bearer, Jacqueline Hawes;
Bimbo BlpodboiL usher, Nathan
Pease; Matilda Jane Smythe or
ganist, Doris Payson; Lilly Night
ingale, Lmnabel Sprowl; Ruthie
Meadowlark, Ruth Pease, were the
vocalists.
Special guests who
came dressed for the occasion were
Uncle Josh and Aunt Symanthy,
Ralp'.i and Alice Williams; Grand
ma Abigail Snodgrass, Alice HaU;
Aunt Hettie, Avis Nichols; Sister of
Charity, Frances Doughty; May
West from Duffer's Tavern, Leah
Sherman; Hilda Hopper, noted
news reporter, Mae McIntosh.
Vose Library Association held its
annual meeting recently and the
officers were re-elected, who are
Edith Bowes, president; Alice Wil
liams, vice president; Isabel Ab
bot, secretary; John Williams,
treasurer; Edward Matthews, Rob
ert Farris, Wilbur hurston, trus
tees; Ann Farris, librarian. It was
reported that during the past year
the following books have been
given to the library: 19 books in
memory of Eddie Harding; two
books in memory of Margie Tolban
by Mrs. Helen Fogler; one book in
member of Mrs. Della Bird (by Mr.
and Mrs. Aimon Cooper; box of
used books by Curtis Payson.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

SB
Earle M. Spear of Waldoboro.
Superintendent of schools in Union
73, speaking Thursday night at the
Warren Woman’s Club meeting at
the Congregational Chapel, gave
a general survey of conditions in
Warren schools in regard to in
creased enroUment, and the needs
for additional class rooms.
He brought out points also, heard
in the general discussion on area
high schools, Monday night, when
by invitation of the Warren school
committee, forty town and school
officials and interested citizens of
neighboring towns met at the
grade rchool cafeteria, A question
and answer period followed hls
talk.
Mrs. Marion Lermond presented
a group of vocal solos, Mrs. Her
bert Emmons was her accom
panist.
During the club business meet
ing, an invitation to meet with the
Friends in CouncU at Camden at
2 pm. April 7, was accepted.
The club gave $15 to the local
polio drive.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Roland Berry and Mrs. Dana
Smith Jr., and Mrs. Earle Moore Sr.
Warren's annual Town Meeting
wiU be held March 9, Instead of the
usual first Monday of March, due
to the fact that the printer will be
unable to get out the town reports
for March 2.
Warren's budget committee wiU
meet at 1 p. m. Saturday in the
Assessors' office to make estimates
on town expenses for the coming
year.
Members of Georges River
Lodge, K. of P. and their wives
have been invited to the lnstaUation of the offloers-elect of Cres
cent Temple. PS., Friday night,
starting at 8. Each member of
Crescent Temple is privileged also
to invite a guest.

Goverment mangement has the
greatest appeal to those who have
nothing to manage.

About the only difference be
tween a hobby and a job is that
you get paid for the Job.

WANTED

|

Old

Church Benches

scores again

NEW INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
□

Proved As Only

H

Can Prove 'Em

proved in the world’s most advanced truck Engi
neering Laboratory at Fort Wayne, Indiana, and
PROVED AGAIN on International Harvester’s 4000acre desert Proving Ground at Phoenix, Arizona.

built THE IH WAY. Choose from 168 models in Amer
ica’s most complete truck line. Each model embodies
engineering principles, used in International’s con
tinuing program of truck research and development,
that have resulted in hundreds of exclusive Interna
tional features which have meant greater profits for
truck buyers.

FOR profit-minded buyers. New Internationals offer
an unmatched value combination — the right truck
for the job, unequalled performance, lowest mainte
nance and operating costs, maximum driver comfort.

NEW INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS are built as only IH
can build them, proved as only IH can prove them,
a value only IH can give you.

THI 307 NIW features

in the New International

Thicks have been,..

Now—the features you wont—in America's most complete truck line
New International styling identified by the IH emblem ... .
First truck builder to offer choice of gasoline or Lf gas with
Underwriters’ Laboratories listing in 1%-ton sizes and other
models .. . Diesel power optional in models rated 22,000 lbs.
and over . . Comfo-Vition cab with one-piece Sweepsight
windshield. New comfort and interior styling . . . Steel-flex

fromes proved best in the field . . . Transmissions and auxil
iary transmissions to meet any operating requirement . . .
296 wheelbases, ranging from 102 inches up . . . Easy start
ing and greater fuel economy . . . Wide range of axle ratios
for all models . . . Real steering comfort and control. Sizes
from Vj-ton to 90.000 lbs. GVW rating.

Now—See Tho Now IH-Built, IH-Proved Internationals at

I can nse a substantial lot of
them

' same

and

in order to secure

right away.

I

wiU

pay

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO., Inc.

from $3$ to $25 each—depending ’

an aixe. style and general eon-

W. J. FRENCH
Dealer In Antiques
HIGH ST, CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
Standard of the Highway

Tie«a»y-11iun<l»y-SitunJ»»

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX

Correspondent
Telephone 137

The PTA Is holding a public
card party Thursday night In the
GAR rooms. Refreshments will be
served and any game of cards may
be played. Door prizes will be
awarded. For reservations, call Mrs
Clarence Bennet.
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Johnson were
Rockland visitors on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson
and son Bobbie spent the weekend
TO Rockland.
Mrs. Helen Haskell is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
Entertain Night Cappers

Mrs. Isabel Osgood entertained
the Night Cappers at her home
Wednesday night. Lunch was
served and the evening passed with
cards. Honors went to Ruth Has
kell and Isabel Osgood.

Lions Club
The Church Circle served a de
licious baked ham supper to the Vi
nalhaven Lions, as they enter
tained their ladles on Thursday
evening ln the Union Church ves
try. The tables were festive with
^Valentine decorations. Attractive
candle holders with white candles
and bits of soft green fern were
placed up and down the tables to
make a very pretty picture. Each
lady was presented with a Valen
tine by her escort.
Following the supper Lion O. V.
Drew, as master of ceremonies In
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troduced Arthur Brown who pre- I
sented several hits from the high
school show “Hi Jinks " Sally Rae,
Beatrice Hildings and Charlene
Polk each gave a solo. “The Debu
tantes” Judy Clayter, Sally Rae
and Shirley Davis also repeated
their numbers. Mr. Drew then in
troduced Almon Cooper of Rock
land who gave a very Interesting
Illustrated talk on his visit to
Corning N Y., and his tour through
the Corning Glass Works and Mu
seum there.
Kristine’s Fourth Birthday

Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 4, at
her home little Miss Kristine Win- '
slow was feted at a party celebratting her fourth birthday. A happy
afternoon of games, playing with j
the hostess, many toys was en
joyed by the little f,olks present;
Eugene Gifford, Warren Hopkins,
Gregory and Sandra Nelson, Cyn
thia and Pamela Conway, June
Bennett, Ruth Ellen Williams. Ca
rol Philbrook, Marcia and Ray
mond Alley. These little guests
were all accompanied by their
mothers, also present was the guest
of honor grandmother, Mrs. Ro
sen. Refreshments were served at a
festive table, with Valentine deco-1
rations, and featuring a very love
ly birthday cake together with ice
cream, cookies and candies. The
happy hostess received many inter
esting and lovely gifts.
Youth Fellowship

In spite of the weather there was
a very good attendance at the
meeting of the Youth Fellowship
Sunday night. The meeting was led
by Betsey Kelwick, assisted by

Donna Webster and Kenneth Hol
brook. Ann Webster gave a piano
solo. Readings were presented by
Harold Anderson, Judy Clayter,
Doris Doughty, Arthur Tolman,
Shirley Davis and Annette Bur
gess. The blue side, under Mac Gil
christ is still in the lead.

KNOX THEATRE, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

AT STRAND THEATRE TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

GLEN COVE

Poems of original composition
by subscribers Owing to space
limitation, brevity is requested,
to insure a greater variety erf
contributions.

Mrs. Herbert Black visited her
son Lester and family recently in
Friendship.
Mrs. Charles Gregory was dinner
guest Tuesday of Miss Etta Cain
ln Rockport.
Mrs. Cecil Prior has been visiting
her brother Rexford Anderson ln
Loudvl lie.
The 'Lend-a-Hand class of the
Littlefield Baptist Church met re
cently at the home of Mrs. Bert
Gregory.
Herbert Black attended the Auto
Motor School in Portsmouth, N. H.
last week.

AUTUMNAL RIDDLE

Kathryn Grayson, Ava Gardner and Howard Keel form the stellar
trio of “Show Boat,” M-G-M's thrilling Technicolor version of the im.
mortal Jerome Kern-Oscar llamnierstein, II, musical play. One of the
most moving dramas ever written of the romantic Mississippi show boat
TENANT’
Outlaw trio Ja<k I^ambert, Forest Tucker and Scott Brady portray
days.
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Leach were I
three desperadoes of the West's turbulent Seventies in the trigger pax?ed
truecolor drama “Montana Belle" starring Jane Kussell in the title role
guests Saturday night of Mr. and j
with George Brent costarred, which opens at the Strand Theatre today
Visit Brunswick O. E. S.
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard at Rockland. i bert Hawkins of Kittery, are guests 1
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hawkins > Attending the installation of the and will continue through tomorrow night.

S HARBOR

Mrs. Jessica Boss returned Wed
nesday from New York where she
has been visiting for several weeks
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will en
tertain on Feb. 12 the President of
the Rebekah Assembly on her of -,
ficial visit. It is hoped as many;
members as possible will be present j
Pvt. Wayne Smith of Fort Dix,
N. J. is a guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Monaghan,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Her-

at West Palm Beach. Florida.
Easlern star at Brunawlclt recently
A meeting of the Clara Lon? i were Mrs. Jessie Harris. Mrs. Helen
Blame Is Placed
Corey Missionary Society was held Thomas, Mrs. Elizabeth Imlach,
at the home of Mrs. James Taylorj Mrs. Belle Anderson and Mrs
Driver Himself Brings On
Tuesday afternoon. Present were Mabel Wilson. Mrs. Margaret Reid
Accidents By Disregard
Mrs. Millard Gile, Mrs. Chester ' Stanton, a former Tenants Harbor
ing Traffic Laws
Pratt. Mrs. Harry Paterson, Miss ] resident, was installed as Worthy
Mabel Barter. Mrs. Wilfred Hoop- Matron.
"Traffic laws are on your side |
er, Mrs. Frederick Elwell, Mrs I
------------------Floyd Singer and Mrs. Elizabeth
A lot of Yolks pray for Justice Whose side are YOU on?" This
Inabinet. Special guest was Mrs. when they should be praying for question was put to the citizens of
Maine today by Col. Francis J.
John Sawyer of Martinsville.
mercy.
McCabe, Chief, Maine State Po
lice.
McCabe, speaking in behalf of
the "Know and Obey Traffic Laws"
program which is being conducted
by the Maine State Police during
February, branded as suicidal the
current disregard of traffic laws
so prevalent throughout the coun
try. He stated that in almost all
traffic accidents, one or more
traffic laws are violated by motor
ists, pedestrians, or both.
"It is high time,” Chief MaCabe
said, “that motorists and pedes
trians recognize the fact that traf
fic laws and regulations are made
for their protection. Too many
people are inclined to regard these
laws as restrictive and to ignore
them whenever it suits their con
venience.”
He pointed out that if every
driver and every pedestrian ob
served traffic laws and regulations
and safe walking and driving rules,
the annual traffic toll would be re
duced considerably. This, quite ob
viously, places the responsibility for
his own safety squarely upon every
one who travels our streets and
highways.
The driver, he added, gambles
his life and the lives of other mo
torists and pedestrians each time
he is guilty of one of the following
unsafe acts: exceeds a safe speedfails to give a car on the right the
right of way at an intersectionfails to give pedestrians already in
the cross walk the right of wavdoes not come to a full stop at a
stop sign—ignores a red light or a
school zone slow sign.
"The pedestrian,” he concluded,
"is Just as foolhardy when he darts
out from behind parked cars, cross
es between Intersections, or walks
along the road with his back to
traffic.”

What else
offers YOU so much?

NURSING-one of the most rewarding careers yon can have

0

*
When you enroll as a student nurse, you can look ahead

You will receive one of the best professional educations

Imagine the personal satisfaction of helping to save a

to a future with an assured income, steady interesting

—one that will stand you in good stead the rest of your

life. But saving lives is only one of the rewarding ex

employment—and a world of opportunities. You will

life—in your career, in your marriage. And it’s an

periences of serving in a hospital. You help ease pain.

feel important because you are important!

education that you can afford.

You teach health. You restore strength and hope.

As a profossional nurse, vour opportunities are limitless

Today, nursing is facing the brightest future it has ever

You will bo joining some of the finest people in the United

known. More hospitals are being built—more clinics

States—educated, sensitive, understanding people like

—in hospitals, clinics, public health, industrial nursing,

are opening up>and other services are being expanded

our physicians, surgeons and nurses. You will have a

administration. Now that you've learned to take care

to meet the growing demand for health service.

truly rewarding career—in a growing profession.

of others—you will always take care of yourself!

Talk to your school adviser or Inquire at your local hospital—ENROLL NOW AS A STUDENT NURSE
Like other American business firmt we believe that business has a responsibility
to contribute to the public welfare. This advertisement is therefore sponsored by

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
K

W

The Lyric Muse

Cliff Dwellers
Manhattan Millions Will Be
Enlightened As to Maine
Lobsters
More than a half million cliff
dwelling metropolitan New York
achool children will .see how the
lobster fishery operates In Maine
through traveling exhibits spon
sored by the American Museum of
Natural History, Sea and Shore
Fisheries Commissioner, Robert L.
Dow stated today.
The Museum Is setting up twelve
duplicate exhibits on the Maine In
dustry which will go out to the pub
llc schools of New York City as one
of the aids to teaching provided by
the Museum.
The exhibits are being made up
with the assistance of the Depart
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries
and the Maine Development Com
mission. Photographs showing all
phases of the lobster industry and
the booklets "The Story of the
Maine Lobster" and "How to Eat a
Maine Lobster" are being supplied
by these departments for the dis
plays. The exhibits will also have
miniature lobster traps and fishing
craft which will give the school
children a visual story of how the
King of all seafoods is caught. To
tie the display together, each will
have a painted background showing
a Maine fishing village complete
right down to the sea gulla perched
on the wharf pilings, Dow said.
After circulation in New York
City the exhibits may be obtained
for display ln the Maine primary
school system.

OWL’S HEAD
The Owl's Head Health Council
will meet Wednesday at 3-30 pm. at
the new Grammer School. Matters
of Importance will be discussed.

The blaze has gone, the embers
glow,
Fanned by Autumnal winds which
sow.
The sky with fantasy—unreal
Adjustment, season's change—and
seal
The vagrant seeds they toss and
hide:
In mould of golden leaves abide
The resurrections of the dead
In spring, when earth-turned
hope, not dread.
Revives the faith by winter tried
In dark arrangement, and the
dried
Accuniuli of rot, which hold
Eternity in trust. Behold!
There lies the riddle and the curse
Of Man—and Man and Universe.
Peter Cameron,

Meet The "Otter"
Remarkable Vehicle Good In
Snow, Mud and Deep
Water
Army Ordnance officials have re
leased the fact that the first all
aluminum ground vehicles ever
mass produced is rolling from as
sembly lines at Pontiac Motor Di
vision. The vehicle is the highly
versatile “Otter”, T46E-1 amphi
bious cargo carrier, capable of op
erating tn snow, heavy mud. up
steep grades, in the water and ne
gotiate practically any terrain.
Pontiac has been delivering the
“Otter" to Ordnance for nearly a
year, following a year of final en
gineering, designing and plant tool
ing.
Ex'reme light weight of the ve
hicle has been withheld previously
In that it reveals that the army
plans the vehicle for non- armored,
non-combat use and that lt can be
easily air-tborne.
Arir.v officials say original mod
els were designed over five years
ago by General Motors Technical
Development and Army Ordnance
engineers to fill a gap in modern I
military transport needs It is be
lieved to be of particular value in
the Arctic. Gross weight is little
more than four tons, remarkably
light for a full trucksized enclosed
carrier.
It is powered by an air-cooled
four cylinder engine of the Continen'al Motor family of special Ord
nance power plants. The vehicle
will carry about 1 1-2 tons of pay
load. The vehicle has a top speed
of about 28 miles per hour on land,
and about four miles per hour In
water, when propeller driven at ■
the stern. Exceptionally low ground
pressure of the "Otter" is accom
plished by using wide 30-lnch
tracks. Each track has 100-lnch
surface contact ln length. This af
fords excellent weight distribution,
unusual ability to negotiate mud.
swampland, the spongy muskeg and
frozen tundra of the Northlands, tn
addition to heavy snows.
The vehicle is extremely durable
and stable despite the special light
construction. It is also highly maneuverable. It will climb with a full
load as much as a 60 per cent grade
with relative ease.
The 134 horsepower engine is
mounted vertically and integrated
with the fully automatic cros6-drive
transmission of the torque convert
er type, all ln the Interest of space i
conservation.
The transmission
contains steering, braking, propel
ler-driving and power take-off op
erating machanisms.
About 10,000 rivets tightly sea!
sheet metal parts to make the car
rier weather and water proof. All
parts are aluminum In this remark
able innovation, with the exception
of crankshaft, camshafts, cylinders,
piston pins, piston rods, certain
gears and major suspension items.

ST. GEORGE
The St. George Community Club
will hold the first rehearsal for its
annual Minstrel Show on Tues.
Feb. 10 at the Community Room.

Optimism is that quality which
permits us to hope that somebody
else will do somthing for us.
Fewer accidents would occur if
tires were inflated more and the
ego at the steering wheel less.

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

INSIGHT

Do this, do that, stay here, go
there,
Move on, stand still—these voices
rail
Without authority But where
Can I my own will make prevail?
I've lost my way (no doubt of
that),
For life is non-dimensional—
No depth, no width, no heightall’s flat—
My thoughts are now irrational
Some day 1 shall be well again
And read these notes as proof
that I,
While lost, had faith I could re
gain
My senses grip anew—and why.
Peter Cameron.
Thomaston, Feb. 2, '53

AT TWILIGHT
Somber and still the quiet skies
are darkening.
Now. purple shadows creep as day
light fades away,
The tide that comes and goes
brings ln its returning
A magic that will calm the rest
lessness of day.
Things lovely and immortal im
press me with their beauty.
The sweet prophetic promise of the
rainbow there on high,
That brightening span that keeps
within its given path of duty
Enlightens and enhances the in
tensity of sky.
Peace, security, serenity enfold ms
when the twilight
Brings back across the years the
lovely past to me:
This, and the dreams wrapped in
the stillness of the midnight
Foretell in their entirety the
matchless world to be.
Mary E. L. Taylor,
Rockland, Peb. 2, '53.

MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Young and
daughter Jeanette, have returned
home after visiting relatives ln
Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook are
spending several days with Mr. and
Mrs A. M. Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young are
home after spending several weeks
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook are
having electric lights installed in
their house.
Miss Henrietta Ames is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames.
Men

never

get

to

old to acquire

experience.

STATE OF MAINE
IN SENATE. January 14, 1053
ORDERED, the House concurring
that no bill for private or special
legislation be received by this leg
islature after 1 o’clock on the aft
ernoon of Thuraday, February 5.
1853. and that no other bill or re
solve be received by this legisla
ture after 1 o’clock on the after
noon of Thuraday. February 12,
1963, except by unanimous consent
in the body in which it Is intro
duced: and it is further
ORDERED, that for the purpose
of this Order, all bills and resolves
which have been filed wtih the
Director of Legislative Research
within the time limits herein pro
vided shall be considered as re
ceived. provided such bills and re
solves shall be properly titled and
accompanied by the information
required to prepare the bill. Such
bilks and resolves ln process of
preparation shall be reported by
the Director of Legislative Re
search to the Legislature on the
first legislative day of each week,
commencing February >4 and con
tinuing so long as any bills or re
solves remain in process of prep
aration in the office of the Direc
tor of Legislative Research; and
it Is further
ORDERED, that any bill or re
solve which shall be received In
either body of this Legislature by
unanimous oonsent after the times
above set shall stand referred to
the Ninety-seventh Legislature If
unanimous consent for Its recep
tion Is not given ln the other body
ln concurrence. This Order shall
not apply to bills reported by any
Joint standing or Joint select com
mittee tn the regular course of
business, nor to such bills and re
solves as are Intended only to
facilitate the business of the
Ninety-sixth Legislature, end tt b
further
ORDERED, that

tho Secretory

of the Senate shall cause a oopy
of this Order to be published in sl
the dally and weekly papers of the
state, commencing Tuesday, Janu
ary 30. 1868. and continuing up
to and including Thuraday, Feb
ruary IX 1863
(S. >. »)■
»-U

Secretary of Ssnafe
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Edith M. Collins of Bangor, mar'
ried at Greenville, January 21,
'Continued from Page Coet
I960. Roberts far libellant.
Emma Louise Beal from Fred
carried over from the November
term
which
was
terminated erick P. Beal, both of Rockland,
Discussed Closing Days and Christmas
abruptly when the Justice was married at Jonesport July 16, 1934
called to preside over another Roberts for libellant.
Lighting As Well As Support Of the
court
Randall N. Clark of Camden
Rev. James Dagino of the Little from Priscilla A. Clark of Rock
Camden Hills Theatre
field Memorial Baptist Chureh land. married at Rockland Jan
opens court with prayer at 10 10, 1948. Roberts for libellant.
Edith Mildred Brown from Wil
o’clock this morning.
A joint meeting of the Camden students and graduate students
Court officers appointed by Sher liam Henry Brown. Jr., both of Vi Hills Theatre trustees and the from colleges all over the U. S., to
iff P. Willard Pease Included Ed nalhaven married at Vinalhaven board of directors of the Chamber this area, and adds so much to the
ward Ludwig of Washington, court October 24, 1946. Roberts for libel was held Saturday afternoon at the cultural attractions offered here.
crier; Iestyn Thompson, Friend lant.
Camden Town Office. They dis
President David
Nichols ex.
Hilda Arlene Graves from Ed cussed present problems and future . pressed the sentiments of member®
ship, messenger; William Gold
ward
Joseph
Graves,
both
of
Rock

schmidt. grand jury officer; Mau
plans of this theatre school, the I of the C. C. board, saying that they
rice Davis of Warren, traverse jury land, married at Rockland July 29 only one of its kind in the U. S., were very interested in the Cam
officer and Lloyd Crockett, North 1946. Roberts for libellant.
which brings many visitors and den Hills Theatre and feel it Is a
Phyllis A. Bradley from Harley
Haven, special officer.
I definite asset to the communty.
The divorce list as released by R. Bradley, both of Rockland, mar Grossman for libellant.
Among the points discussed: (1)
ried
at
Rockland,
July
18.
1942
Clerk of Courts Miss Pearl Borger
Priscilla A Clark of Rockland the Camden Hills Theatre school.
Roberts for libellant.
son, follows:
from Randall N. Clark of Camden, I like other schools and colleges,
Bernard Luther Vose from Kath married at Rockland January 10. cannot be completely self-sustain
Mary K. Ames from Dorian W.
Ames, both of Matinicus, married leen S. Vose, both of Rockland 1948. Grossman for libellant.
ing, but must depend on annua)
at Camden, March 18. 1952. Gross- married at Rockland February 19 ■ Elizabeth A. Peabody of Rock- gifts in addition to its tuition
1946. Roberts for libellant.
man for libellant.
' iand from Clyde B. Peabody of charges and the box office receipts;
Harriet E Teeney of Rockland I Stonington, married at LincolnPriscilla K. Grafton of Camden
(2) sufficient revenue must be as
from George G. Grafton of Thom from Joseph C. Teeney of parts ' ville February 26, 1949. Grossman sured for 1953 so that Director
aston, married at Camden June unknown, married at Cooper’s : for libellant.
Bricker will reoelve reimbursement
34, 1950. Grossman for libellant Mills December 25, 1943. Burrow.- ! Maxine S. Parsons from Herbert for his services this summer if he
|
for
libellant.
George C. Harvey from Laura
: C. Parsons, Jr., both of North Ha- is to return (for several summers
Cora Chandler Davis of Wilming ! yen, married at North Haven De
B. Harvey, both of Rockland, mar
he received no pay for his arduous
ried at Rockland March 24, 1940 ton. Delaware. from Leverett B cember 10, 1947. Grossman for work and long hours): (3) the en-^
i Davis of Friendship, married at ] libellant.
Kofcerts for libellant.
tire county benefits from having
Charles O Collins of Union from Wilmington June 27. 1942. Verrill,
Report Due iu Swett Case
tlie theatre in this section, and
Dana. Walker. Philbrick & WhiteCounty Attorney Curtis Payson there should be county-wide repre
John Selmer-Larsen. Mrs. Roland : house of Portland for libellant.
stated Monday that he expected a sentation on the board of trustees;
Edwin J. Wickstrom of RockRichards, and Miss Marion weidfull report from the state pathol (4) new members, particularly busi
| land from Lillian A. Wickstrom of
man.
ogist. Dr. Arch Morrell, on his nessmen, are needed to become
Nashua.
N.
H.,
married
at
Nashua
Records and History: Mrs. Ed
findings in the examination of the trustees of the theatre: (5) the
ward Ausplund. Mrs. Arnold Mc- February 18, 1947. Cuccinello for body of Caroline Sherer Swett.
community and county should give
Phcters. Mrs. Annie Spear and Mrs libellant.
He said those findings would be better support to the theatre.
Edith D Brody of Rockland from
Emma Torrey.
presented* to the grand jury which
It was also pointed out that the
Parsonage: Mrs. Henry Dodge Hyman J. Brody of Philadelphia convenes today
Camden Hills Theatre was brought
Pa.,
married
at
Rockland
August
and Mrs. Raymond L. Simonton.
Information in his possession now to Camden through the efforts of
31, 1952. Grossman for libellant
Honored Miss Richards
indicates that the aged , blind this Chamber of Commerce and its
Helen H. Fcrs of Thomaston from
Miss Annie Richards has re
woman died of natural causes. Tills Summer Theatre committee.
turned to her home from the Oam Albion F. Foss, of parts unknown was determined from a preliminary
Plans for raising funds for the
den Community Hospital. Last married at Pascagoula, Mississippi, report submitted Friday, Payson theatre were discussed. The fol
Tuesday morning the nurses at the June 30, 1948 Burrows for libel said.
lowing committee was appointed
hospital presented her with a lant.
bring in a slate of candidates foi*
Cases From November Term
James
H.
Dana
of
Thomaston
birthday cake, in honor of her
Indictments, or appealed cases membership on the Board of Trust
birthday and in the afternoon an from Barbara A Dana of marble- from Municipal Court not heard in ees of the theatre; Vern Packard,
head,
Mass.,
married
at
Swamp

other cake was presented to her
the November term include: Rob of the present theatre board; C. K.
by Mrs. Mabel Grey, Mrs. Leola scott., Mass. June 25, 1949. Gross- ert Mayo of Thomaston, on drunk Passmore, representing the Cham
Grey and Mrs. Etta Thurston (Miss man for libellant.
ber of Commerce, and Almon Coop
en driving charges.
Ibra L. Ripley of Lewiston from
Richards' sister). Many cards and
Also included is a case against er of Rockland. Others attending
gifts were sent to her and her Emmie F. Ripley of Rockland, mar Frank A. Erickson of Warren, the meeting were Director Bricker,
birthday was a happy one. even ried at Rockland December 19. 1921 charged with breaking and enter Percy Keller. Mrs. William Talbot,
though it was spent in the hospi Patrick P. Malia of Lewiston foi ing with intent to commit larceny. Mrs. Talbot Freeman, Gleason Per
libellant.
tal.
There are eight cases against ry, Alexander Giilmor, Mr and
Robert W. Dearborn, Jr., of West
Extension Association
Freeman Kennedy of Union, all Mrs. Henry Fisher, all theatre
The Simonton Extension will Falmouth from Priscilla L. Dear charging him with issuing bad trustees; David Nichols, Clarence
hold a meeting Wednesday, Feb. born of Camden, married at New checks.
j Thomas, Lawrence Hopkins, Clyde
11. at the Simonton CorneT Com Hampton, N. H., November 19, 1950
Bradley K Maddocks of Bur- J Marriner, Maynard Ingraham, Jr.,
MciLean.
Southard
&
Hunt
of
Au

munity Hall. This meeting will
kotville is charged with reckless all C. of C. directors; Betty Foxwell,
start at 10.30. The subject will be gusta for libellant.
driving in Appleton last fall. An i secretary of both the C. of C. and
Paul E. Thomas of Camden from
“Making cf Crepe Pa;xr Hats."
accident in which he was Involved Theatre board; Paul Hurlbut anal
Virginia
E.
Thomas
of
West
Rock

Those wishing to attend are re
resulted in the death of Freeman ' Almon Cooper.
quested to bring the best grade of port, married at Camden May 25 E. Carleton, 81.
1952.
Edward
W.
Bridgham
ot
crepe paper, a crochet hook and
ROBERT F. CLARK
Lawrence Orcutt of Rockland is
one very large button. Mrs. Pear) Bath for libellant.
Robert F. Cl&rk. 76. died in
charged with cheating by false pre
Sydney E. Kaler from Laura M
Wheeler will solicit food for the
tenses in representing himself to Union Sunday morning after a
Kaler, both of Rockland, married
lunch
be another person, to obtain credit short illness.
at Rockland December 29, 1951
Past Presidents’ Night
Born in Thomaston April 13.
from a local furniture store.
Burrows for libellant.
The Fred A. Norwood Woman's
Spiro Naum of Rockland has an 1876. the son of Emerson F. and
Alma M. Holmes of Rockland
Relief Corps celebrated Past Presi
appealed drunken driving case due Vary (Hart) Clark, the deceased
dents’ Night Thursday night at the from Maynard A. Holmes of Dam to be heard and a reckless driving was a veteran ot the SpanishCorps hall on Church street. Nine ariscotta, married at Portland Sep indictment issued by the grand jury American War He had made his
home for several years past with
of the Past Presidents attended. tember 21, 1942 Burrows for libel in November.
lant.
The oldest past president, Mrs.
Another case charges George C. Mrs Bertha Bryant, where his one
Leatrlce J. Collins from Douglas
Louise Melvin, and Mrs. Effie
Barton of Camden with assault surviving relative, an aunt. Mrs
Salisbury were unable to attend E. Collins, both of Warren, mar with intent to kill. The man, now Sarah A. Drummond, also lives
because of illness; also unable to ried at Rockland July 17, 1949 m jail, has been under observation
Funeral services will be held
attend were Mrs. Maud Peterson. Payson for libcllapt.
recently at the Bangor State Hos from the home at 1.30 o’clock,
Frank W. Rose of Camden from
Rockland and Mrs. Madolyn Morin
pital. Examining physicians have Tuesday, with burial at the Village
Camden. The youngest past presi Ethel Rose of Rockland, married judged him to be sane.
Cemetery in Thomaston.
't
at Rockland February 23. 1952
dent is Mrs. Alice Marshall.
Pest President, Mrs. Emma Tor Z. M. Dwinal for libellant.
Eugene F. Cogan from Joyce C.
rey filled the chair of president, in
You don’t have to starve your stomach
the absence of Mrs. Effie Salisbury, Cogan. both ol Rockland, married
and the work was performed at Newcastle April 8, 1946. Adams
*
while on a DIET.
wonderfully. The other past presi for libellant
Edith H. Gould of Hope from
dents assisting her were:
Senior vice president, Mrs. Alice , Fred B. Gould of Waldoboro, mar
Marshall; junior vice president, ried at Union October 12, 1931.
Mrs. Evelyn Heath; treasurer’s Smalley for libellant.
Doris I. Pierce from George B.
chair was left vacant in menww
of Mrs. Cacilda Caln; conductor, Pierce of Rockport, married at
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell; assistant con Somerville. Mass.. July 25, 1948.
is the answer.
ductor. Mrs. Lillian Simonton; Smalley for libellant.
Elizabeth
S.
Hanson
of
Rock

guard. Mrs. Margaret Wood; patri
otic instructor’ chair was left va land from Richard C. Hanson of
cant. in memory of Mrs. Annie Fairfield, at Rockland July 20.
It
Clark; press correspondent, Mrs. 1944. Smalley for libellant.
Henry James Parsons from Min
Louise Melvin (absent); color
bearers: No. 1. Mrs. Annie Young; nie A. Parsons, both of Rockland,
No. 2. Mrs. Minnie Wall; musician, married at Rockland May 16. 1925
Mrs Alice Simonton. The other Wilbur for libellant.
Charles J. Rich from Laura A.
officers filled their respective sta
Rich, both of Rockland, married
tions.
Mrs. Dorothy Upham, the new at Rockland September 11, 1948.
president, presented Mrs. Alice Wilbur for libellant.
Laura B. Harvey from George C.
Marshall and Mrs Emma Torrey,
with a corsage from the Corps Harvey, both of Rockland, married
members
at Rockland March 24. 1940 Wil
This is the
Under new business it was vot bur for libellant.
Loaf That Maine
Betty A. Eaton of Washington
ed to buy all the flags necessary
Women Have Been Waiting For!
from Clifford L. Eaton of South
for the new school building.
Two candidates were initiated. Portland, married at Washington
CEREAL TOAST is made from an exclusive form
Following the meeting refresh November 15, 1947. Wilbur for
ula—which has been tested.
This loaf is made
ments were served and a birthday libellant.

CAMDEN CHAMBER IN BUSY SESSION

Superior Court

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

New* and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS KENNETH HERRICK

MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Correspondent
Telephone 2197

MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

The Naomi Sewing Circle met in
Mrs. Carney’s son. Mrs Glenice
Burns, Mrs. Carney’s daughter. the home of Mrs. Laura Fuller Fri
Candyce Johnson, daughter of Mr day night with 11 members present.
and Mrs. Kenneth Johnson and The next meeting will be at the
uncle John Frew Three of these home of Miss Bessie Bowers Friday
having a birthday, with their ages, night,
totaled the age of their uncle John i Capt. and Mrs. William Stanley
Frew.
; and Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ames of
A delicious Italian spaghetti din Rockland left Friday for Florida
ner was served., made by Mrs. for a few weeks.
Anne Carney. A chicken supper
The Friday Club will meet at the
was served including two birthday home of Mrs. Lloyd Sykes Friday
cakes. Other members of the fam afternoon at 2 o'clock.
ily present were; Mr and Mrs
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
Kenneth Johnson and children. meet Wednesday night, Feb. 11.
Kenneth. Brian, and Candyce, Mr. Mrs. Constance MacPhail, presi
and Mrs. Maloolm Carney and dent of the Rebekah Assembly of
sons Jimmie and Craig, Mr. and Maine, will make her official visit.
Mrs. Virgil Burns and daughters. The degree will be conferred and
Virgilyn and Alicia, Mr and Mrs refreshments served at the close
Norman Moulton and son Norman. of the meeting.
Roaring 20’s Meet
Jr. of Newport. Uncle John Frew
The WSCS will meet at the
The Roaring 20’s met Thursday and Mrs. Carney’s aunt, Mrs. Eva
home of Mrs. David Wooster, Wed
evening with Mrs. Anne Carney at Williamson.
nesday, Feb. 11 at 2 p. m.
her home on Georges street. Mrs.
The Wesleyan Service Guild will
Extension
.Association
Meets
Lucille Payson of Rockland, has
Thomaston Extension Association meet at the home of Mrs. Grace
returned after llvirtg at Houlton
Anderson, Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
for awhile Other members pres will meet Wednesday at 10.30 a. m
Fish & Game Association
ent were Mrs. Glenice Burns, Mrs at the Federated Church vestry Tot
he monthly meeting of the Me
a
class
in
“
Candy
Making,"
con

Martha Anderson, Mrs. Betty
gunticook Fish and Game Associa
Townsend, Mrs. Frances Jordan, ducted by the guest leader, Mrs
tion will be held Thursday night,
Mrs. Martha Anderson will enter Ruth Wiggin of Rockland. In the
Feb. 12, at the Grange Hall. Sup
forenoon
Mrs.
Wiggin
will
make
tain the club Feb 19.
brown sugar fudge and chocolate per will be served by the Grange
Surprise Stork Shower
fudge and individual members or at 6.30. Following supper there
Mrs. Maxine Mahoney was honor smell groups who would like to will be a business meeting and
guest at a surprise stork shower make either kind to take home movies.
Everybody is invited.
given Friday night at the home of may do so by bringing their own Tickets may be obtained at J. C.
her sister Mrs. Vera Young, 6 supplies and utensils. In the after Curtis, A. & P., Shell Elms or
Wadsworth street. Guests invited noon divinity fudge will be dem from Committee Chairman, LeRoy
were: Mrs. Frances Kirk, Mrs. Lor onstrated. Members arc reminded Alley.
raine Hilt, Miss Ruth Peterson,. to take a dish towel or dish cloth
To Raise Funds
Mrs. Edith Mahoney. Mrs. Frances to the meeting. Dinner will be
The annual Boy Scout fund rais
Nash, all of Rockland; Mrs Ruth served by Mrs. Elvie Shields. Mrs.
ing campaign is scheduled to start
Wilson of Port Clyde; Mrs. Pris Vlnnie Benner and Mrs. Sybil
in Camden the week of Feb. 8.
cilla Grafton of Camden; Mrs. Mills.
which is National Boy Scout Week.
Rosie Morse. Mrs Anne Carney,
The local committee, under the
Mrs. Lucy Mayo, Mrs. Frances Jor
DONALD R. WEEKS
leadership of Frank Leonard, and
dan, Mrs. Maxine Beckett, Mrs.
Donald Ross Weeks, of 27 High
Florine Bryant. Mrs. Martha An land street, Rockland, died at the Steering committee made up of
derson, Mrs. Ellen Beattie, Mrs Togus Sunday, after a brief Illness. . Chairman Charles Merritt. Charles
; Babb. Jr., and Dr. Edward Morse,
Maxine Harper, Mrs. Nancy Foster,
Born at Rockland April 14, 1896.
Mrs. Edith St. Clair. Mrs. Eleanor the son of Frank and Frederica is busy lining up volunteers to soPendleton, Mrs. Marguerite Emer (Frohock) Weeks, he was a veteran ! licit the townspeople for the needson, Mrs. Eleanor Chapman, Mrs. of World War I, a paper tester with ! ed fluids to carry on Scouting In
Gladys Condon. Mrs. Pauline Simp the St. Regis Paper Company of Camden. To better acquaint the
son. Mrs. Betty Townsend, Mrs. Bucksport, and a member of the I public on why funds arc needed
’ and what thev are used for, the
Marguerite Johnson. Mrs. Thelma Bucksport Lions Club.
I following information and ques
Jones, Mrs. Olenlce Burns, Mrs
He is survived by his mother, two
Evargeline Johnson, all of Thom sons, Kenneth R.. of Rockland, and tions and answers are submitted,
aston, Mrs. Lucy Young. Mrs. Wilbur C, a staff sergeant ln the i The Boy Scouts of America is
Janette Chapman, Mrs. Beatrice U. S. Air Force, stationed in the chartered by Congress with author
ity to Issue Charters to 544 Coun
Vose cf Pleasant Point The dainty Azores.
cils throughout the United States.
gifts were placed in a bassinet
Private funeral services will be
prettily decorated In pink crei>c pa held at the residence, 27 Highland The Pine Tree Council is one of
per by Mrs. Eleanor Chapman Re street, at 2 o'clock. Wednesday, these and we must raise our own
freshments were served Maxine with Rev George H. Wood of the mon:v annually and spend It right
i here where lt is raised, only one
received many lovely gifts.
Universalist Church officiating.
percent of it being sent out of the
Burial will be in Achorn Ceme
A Family Party
Council area to the National MoveMrs. Faustina Carney, 24 Kos tery.
' ment, There is in Camden 65 boys
Please omit flowers.
suth street, entertained at a family
registered ln the movement; one
dinner party Sunday, honoring four
Scout Troop, sponsored by the
SEYMOUR
W.
FULLER
in the family having birthdays the
Seymour W. Fuller.. 63, of St, Camden Fire Department, with
same date. Those celebrating their
George
died Friday after a short Philip Leonard as Scoutmaster:
birthdays were: Kenneth Johnson,
’ and the Cub Pack sponsored by the
illness.
Boni at St. George Jan. 8, 1890, I Congregational Church, with Verthe son of Benjamin and Sarah i non Packard as Cubmaster.
CLAYT BITLER
are three Scout camps ir.
Wants to See YOU About i Kinney) Fuller, the deceased was theThere
Council which last year proan electrical engineer.
He is survived by three daugh 1 vided at least one week’s camping
ters. Mrs. Mae Miller. Spruce Head; experience to more than 2000 dif
SNOW and MUD
Mrs. Louise Linscott, St. George; ferent boys.
It is hoped that you will respond
and Mrs. Shirley Jackson. Rock
RETREADING
land; one son, Nathan Fuller of generously when you are solicited.
St. George; a sister, Miss C. Evelyn If you don’t happen to be contacted
Fuller of Thomaston, and seven and wish to donate you may do so
grandchildren.
by calling 2572 or mailing your con
Funeral services will be held tributions to Frank Leonard, or
ttOCKiAMO Tft.893
Tuesday at 2 o’clock, from the contact any member of the com
TUES. and WED.
Burpee Funeral Home. Rockland, mittee.
WARM LIPS! HOT LEAD!
with
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
The action-driven story of notor
G. LORING CARVER
ious Montana Belle . . . her Inst First Baptist Church, officiating.
G. Loring Carver, 82. died at a
for wild adventure put the West on
Interment will be in the North
the spot!
Parish cemetery, Wiley's Corner I Camden hospital on Saturday.
Born April 15. 1870, at Lincoln
ziaizfaigmaraigramajanfaigjttK ville, he was the son of Charles F
Thot woman Z
and Cynthia (Matthews) Carver.
He is survived by a sister. Mrs
WED. and THURS.
Flora E Pitman of Belfast, and
I two nephews. Earle C. Pitman,
ANOTHER HIT RETURNED
, Camden and Arthur Pitman. AlexFOR YOUR MOVIE
I andrla. Va.
Funeral services were held MonPLEASURE
i day afternoon, at 2 o’clock, from
I the Laite Funeral Home in CamM-G-M vv
; den. Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
prejenh
jjj,
1 Burial Was at Maplewood ceme
the mighty
\
tery, Lincolnville.
musical of the
co-irorrinf
Mississippi I
The way to triumph is found in
GEORGE BRENT
I the first syllable.
Orient Lodge. 15, AF.&AM. will
hold a special EA. Degree tonight.
7.30 at Masonic Temple. Refresh
ments after.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Moulton
and son Norman, Jr., have returned
to Newport after spending the
weekend with her mother. Mrs.
Faustina Carney.
Mrs. Everett Noble. Knox Coun
ty chairman and Mrs. Marion Bergamini. Thomaston Chairman, are
attending the Work Shop meeting
of the Maine Cancer Society at
Bowdoin Oollege.
Grace Chapter. O£3 will hold
their regular meeting Wednesday
night, 7.30. Officers are to wear
white. It is requested that officers
be at the hall by 7,20.

6OOd/?EAB

CTRANIte

JANE
RUSSELL

Montana
Belle
rtucoco*

Ze—

too

focoos'

Wilk SCOTT MADY

Mr. apd Mrs. Bert Vanorse were
guests Friday evening of Mr. and
Mrs Vernon Kenney.
The officers of Harbor Light
Chapfer. OES held a rehearsal
Sunday afternoon m the Masonic
Hall in preparation for Past Ma
trons’ and Patrons’ Night which
will be held Tuesday evening.
Peb. 17.
The hostesses for the Wesleyan
Guild meeting on Feb. 18 will be
Mrs. Lorraine Brown. Mrs. Caroline
Barrows and Mrs. Dorothy Young.
Harbor Light Chapter, OES. will
sponsor a card party at the Ma
sonic Hall. Thursday night. Feb
19. with Mrs. Hildred 'Rider and
Mrs Vera Miller in charge.
Mrs. Katherine Roberson who
has been a patient at the Knox
Hospital has returned to her home
Perfect Attendance

The pupils in the sub-primary.
Hcboken School who have had per
fect attendance for the second
term of school are: Cecil Dennison.
Marjorie Hyssong. Janice Kenney,
Andrew Pendleton. Terry Pink
ham. Sharon Roberts and Bruce
Woodward. Sharon Roberts and
Janice Kenney have had perfect
attendance since school opened in
September.
The pupils in Grades 1, 2 and 3
at the Hoboken School who have
had perfect attendance for the sec
ond term of school are: Stephen
Ladd, Victoria Pendleton, Donna
Pierce, Patsy Pierce, and Joseph
Edwards. Victoria Pendleton has
had perfect attendance since school
oupened in September.
Jolly Five Meet
The Jolly Five Club met Wed
nesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Mildred Easton. Cemdan. Tlie
next meeting will be held Welnesday, Feb. 11. at the home of Mrs
Dorothy Young. Camden.
Methodist Church Conference

At the Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence. held at the Rockport Meth
odist Church. Sunday. Feb. 1. the
following officers, commissions and
committees for the conference year
1953-1954 were chosen: Trustees
(for three years) Edward C. Ausplund. Arthur C. Berry and F. Ver
non Kenney:
Officio Stewards: Church School
superintendent; Ernest F. Crockett,
lay leader. Roland H Richards:
treasurer of benevolences. Mrs
Clarence H Pendleton; Lay Mem
ber of Annual Conference (for
four years) and financial secretary.
Mrs. Mabel Withee; President of
Methodist Youth Fellowship. Miss
Patricia Wentworth.
Elective Stewards: Recording
Steward. Mrs. Roland H. Richards:
Communion Steward. Miss Marion
T Weidman. Mrs Eoward C. Ausplund. Miss Elinor Ausplund. Mrs
Chesley L. Cripps. Mrs. Ernest F
Crockett, Mrs. Henry L. Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart B. Farnham.
Mrs. Harold S Graffam. Mrs May
nard Graffam. Mrs. F. Vernon
Kenney, Mrs. Arnold A McPheters.
Mrs. James Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Miller. Ralph L Miller.
Mrs Fanny Ott. Clarence H. Pen
dleton. Mrs. Eunice S. Pressey. Mrs
John Selmer-Larsen. Mrs. Ray
mond Simonton, Mrs. Ramond
L Simonton. Mrs. Annie C. Spear
Mrs. Herbert Sylvester, Mrs. Etta
Thurston, Mrs. Emma Torrey and
Mrs. Coleman Woodword.
Honorary Steward: Miss Annie E
Richards.
Elective Members of Commis
sions:
Commission on Membership and
Evangelism: Clarence Pendleton,
Roland Richards. Mrs. Edward
Ausplund, Mrs. Coleman Wood
ward, Miss Elinor Ausplund and
Miss Patricia Wentworth
Commission on Education: Mrs
Henry Dodge. Mrs. John SelmerLarsen and Mrs. Arnold McPheters.
Commissldh on Missions: Mrs
Stuart Farnham. Mrs Maynard
Graffam. Mrs. Lawrence Miller and
Mrs. Fanny Ott.
Commission on Finance: Mrs.
Henry Dodge. Stuart Farnham.
An ideal small town is one where Maynard Graffam. Mr-. Raymond
everybody speaks to everybody else, L. Simonton and Mrs. Annie Spear
Committees:
not about them.
Nominations: Pastor. Mrs. James
Miller and Clarence Pendleton.
Pastoral
Relations:
Ernest
Crockett. Maynard Graffam. Mrs

^WALDO theatre

fOSBCST TUCKER • ANDY OEVINI

£

Wed. Night Is Family Nite!

^-/'0‘Wso KtO-

(Children With Parents
Admitted FREE I

MIGHTIEST SEA AND SKY
ADVENTURE EVER FILMEDI

-THE THIEF OF VENICE”
NUII flHUKUUMKIU*

nuuutfiui

TODAY—Lana Tuner

“BAD And BEAUTIFUL”

A

MONOGtAM Ticruo--------------

18-lt

%Satu«y at LM. Sanday at 3M

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 10-11
Paul Christian. Maria Montez
in

STARTS THURSDAY

Sterling
Rictievrf
HAYDEN CARLSON

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM

i Every Evening at 8M. Matinee*

Knox©
18-11

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 12-13
Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas j5
Walter Pidgeon. Dick Powell «
Gloria Grahame. Gilbert Roland^
Barry Sullivan in
“THE BAD AND THE
BEAUTIFUL”

SATURDAY ONLY
FEBRUARY 14
Randolph Scott, Donna Reed in]
“HANGMAN’S KNOT”

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY’

TreA$UR?«'1

18-

cake was presented to Mrs. Annie
Young in honor of her recent birth
day.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, Feb. 12. The refresh
ment committee will be Mrs. Vinie
Johnson and Mrs. Evelyn Heath

Virginia E Thomas from Paul E
Thomas, both of Camden, married
at Oamden May 25. 1952. Grossman for libellant.
Dorothy Stern of Rockland from
John W Stern of Waldoboro, mar
ried at Waldoboro July 25, 1962.

60UEN^
CONDOR

V rfCHNfcoio*

exclusively with CEREALS, we canfiot even refer
to it as BREAD because it does not contain white

or dark flour.
This explains why it is called—CEREAL TOAST! It

is fully enriched with Vitamins and will toast quick

ly frozen or chilled from the refrigerator.

OF TNI

GAME PARTY

r.

Enjoy chilled toasted slices of CEREAL TOAST ev

ery morning for Breakfast or during the day for a

Tuesday (Tonight) Feb. 13
7.30

snack. Sold at regular dark BREAD prices by your

Friendly Grocer—your Neighbor.

M.

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

CORNU CONSTANCE

Maine Baking Company

Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building

NEWS AND CARTOON

In Technicolor

MSkatM’KUMMMWKUUU

Camden Theatre

CEREAL TOAST

18-11

BENEFIT HEART DRIVE

MANUFACTURERS

18-lt
—

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Social Matters

The Knox Hospital Alumnae AsI soclatlon covered dl?h supper which
] was planned for tonight at the
j home of Mrs. Helen Perry. Cedar
j street, has been postponed until
! Peb. 17.
There will be a meeting of Pleasant Valley Grange tonight and
those to have degrees worked are
requested to come early. Bring a
valentine for party.

Heart Drive Tea

Thomaston Event Tomorrow
At Home Of Mrs. Douglas
Brooks On Knox Street
Highlight of the Heart Fund
drive for Thomaston will be the
Silver Tea at the home of Mrs. E.
Douglas Brooks. 22 Knox street,
Thomaston.
The hours are from 330 to 5
o'clock. Wednesday, and it is hoped
that a large number will attend.
Mrs. Laurence Shesler and Mrs.
Charles Spear are the co-chairmen
of the Thomaston Heart Fund
drive. Assistant hostesses will be
Mrs Forest Stone. Mrs. Alfred
Strout, Mrs. E. R Moss. Mrs. Wil
liam Smith. Jr.. Mrs William
Brooks. Mrs. Raymond Robinson.
Mrs E Ronald Gillis, Mrs. Stanley
Foster, Mre. Arthur Jeffrey. Mrs.
Mrs. Maynard Spear. Mrs. Phillip
Morton. Mrs. J. Warren Everett,
Mrs. Raymond Spear and Mrs.
Bowdoin Grafton
Mrs. Frederick Dennison has
charge of the decorations while
Mrs. Clayton Howard will look
after the special cake, made and
decorated by Mrs. Joel Miller, to
be sold at the tea. Mrs. Walter
Strong will have charge of the sil
ver bowl.
Mrs. Oram R. Lawry, Jr,, of
Rockland will be present and en
tertain with organ selections. Also
attending will be the Knox County
chairman for the Heart Fund
drive. Mrs. Rex Garrett, and Mrs.
Stuart Burgess, who. with Mrs.
Lawry. is co-chairman of Rock
land's effort.
Mothers with small children will
ue glad to hear that a baby sitting
service ha? been provided for those
attending the tea. Mrs. Albert El
iot of 23 Knox street will look after
the youngsters.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Love {
joy left Sunday by automobile for
several weeks visit in the South. '
Enroute they will visit their daugh i
ter and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs
Harry Carr is spending the
Allen B Clement and children in
winter at Hotel Leonard. 54 Ocean
John Clnsholm arrived Friday to Rome, Georgia.
Drive, Miami Beach, Fla. He is
spend the mid-year recess from St.
Tlie Rockland Junior Women's I making a slow but encouraging re
Anslems College. Manchester, N.
major surgery.
H., with hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. Club will meet at the Bok Nurses' I covery from recent
_____
Home tonight at 8 p. m. Bring the
John Chisholm. Orove street.
The MacDonald Class of the
i stamps for wounded veterans. It
Miss Nancy Leach spent the would be much appreciated if ■ First Baptist Church will meet
weekend with her parents. Mr. and some of the members could be Thursday evening at 730 at the
home of Mrs. Earl Bell. 16 ClareMrs. Donald Leach, Broadway. She there by 7.30 p. m.
[
mont street. This will be a White
had as guessts Miss Jean Eastman
Mr. and Mrs Edward Dodge and ! Cross meeting.
and Frank Reed, classmates at the
daughter Candace of Portland,
University of Maine.
The Women'? Society of Chris
were weekend guests of their par
Mrs. Alice Gray of Orrington ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Dodge. tian Service of the Methodist
who has been spending a week Mr. Dodge graduated Jan. 22 from Church will meet in the vestry on
with her mother, Mr?. James the International Business Ma Thursday to sew on aprons for the
chine Schoo! at Endicott, N. Y.. fair. Mrs. Annie Eaton and Mrs.
Emery, retumd home Sunday.
with high honors. He now holds a Rose Gardner will be in charge of
Mrs. Edward R. Ladd has an position in Portland with the IBM the luncheon
nounced this committee to assist concern.
Tlie 01st annual meeting of the
her at the cooked food sale Satur
Jay-cee Wives Club will meet ; Past Matrons and Patrons of Gloday morning at 10 o'clock ln the
I den Rod Chapter, Eastern Star,
offices of W. C Ladd and Sons for with Mrs. E. Morton Estes. Talbot
the benefit of the Heart Drive: avenue at 730 Wednesday night. j will be held at Masonic Temple FriMrs. E. Clifford Ladd, Mrs. Walter George Morton will show slides on I day. Supper will be served, at 6.30
o’clock, wdth Mrs. Mildred Achorn
C. Ladd. Mrs. Walter Barstow, Europe.
as chairman of the supper com
Mrs. Ralph Post. Mrs. Roland
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley mittee. The chairs at the meeting
Ware. Mrs. Rupert Stratton, Mrs.
have returned home after visiting will be filled by past matrons and
Robert Hudson. Mrs. Howe Glover.
their sons. Fred. Herbert and Al patrons.
Miss Katherine
A
Mrs. Meredith Dondis. Mrs. Rich
bert in Bridgeport. Conn., with a Veazie will be the worthy matron
ard French. Mrs. Levi Flint. Mrs.
side trip to New York City and and Winfield Chatto the worthy
John S. Lowe. Jr., and Mrs. Rex
New Haven, Conn., to attend the patron.
Garrett.
Ice-Capades. also on their return
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse
home tliat stopped in Attleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Emery and
left Saturday by automobile for
Mass
daughter Ruth of New City, New
Sanford. Fla., where they will
York were recent guests of Mr and
Horae? Benner. Jr., of Limerock spend the remainder of the winter.
Mrs. Arnold Nelson. They werc street, celebrated his 9th birthday
called here by the death of Mr Saturday at his home. The din
Patty LawTence. daughter of Mr
The F-E-W class of the First
Emery's father, Janies W. Emery. ing-room was prettily decorated ii: and Mrs. Edward M. Lawrence,
Baptist Church met at the home of
keeping with Valentine day. Punch, Beech street, entertained a group June Herrick Thursday night for
Mits Lillian Baker is a surgical
sandwiches and cookies were of friends Thursday afternoon in Biiule Study, led by Mrs Addie
patient at Knox Hospital.
served. Each child received a Val observance of her sixth birthday. Young. Others present were Gladys
The small guests came attired in Tolman, Helen Fogarty, Barbara
Burdcll’s Dress Shop. Just re entine basket of colored hearts
their mother's hats and each won a Ellis. Madeline Shaw, Mrs. Mildred
ceived. Junior Dresses. Sizes 9 to Games were played and Florence
prize. Arthur Lawrence entertained Hart. Gloria Spinney. Celia HerNewcomb
won
the
prize
for
pinning
15.
18-lt
the tail on the donkey. Tlw-c the group with home movies. Re rck. Mae Philbrook and Joyce Ross
present were: Carol Ann Clark. freshments of sandwiches, ice
COOKED FOOD SALE
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
Jimmie and Stevie Lombardo. Joan cream and birthday cake were
SATURDAY, FEB. 14
Call. Billie Karl. Florence New served. Each guest had a place card j to the T. H. E. club last night for
10 A. M.
comb, Eddie Small. Betty Lee attached to a ribbon which extend dessert bridge. Prizes at auction
Clark. Willie and Nancy Glover, ed to a basket filled with gifts in were won by Mrs. Almon Cooper Sr.
W. C. Ladd & Sons
14 SCHOOL STREET
and Aliene Gaines. Horace had the center of the table. Much mer Mre. John M. Richardson. Mrs.
BENEFIT HEART DRIVE
riment was caused as the gifts Daniel Paulitze and Mrs. Sherman
many
nice gifts.
18-19
were pulled from fhe basket. Guests Rckes.
were Judith and Deborah French,
Mrs. Bernice Reams lias been
Judith Cooper, Donna and Barbara
Jean Bodman. John Compton, Ju named secretary of the Rockland
lie Moffitt. Gerald Pease, Patricia Legion Convention Corporation
and Peter Stratton. Janice and which will operate the gathering
Joyce Widdccomb and Arthur and of Legionnaires here next June.
David Lawrence. Janet and Ruth She replaces Mrs. Mary Dinsmore
Ann Johnston were invited but un i who served prior to her death re, cently.
able to attend.

Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, who has
been 'a patient ln the Maine Oen
eral Hospital is now at the home of
her son Charles Tweedie, 14 Her
sey street. Portland.

#
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for your valentine ...

her favorite stockings..

OPPOSES WET LEGISLATION
W.C.T.U. Takes Strong Stand Against Li
quor, Marijuana and Gambling
The W. C. T. U. mot Friday with
Miss Alena Young. Worship ser
vice was conducted by Mrs. Fran
ces Sherer on the theme: •Se
Strong."
,
An
interesting program on
'Health. Temperance and Narcotics’
was presented by Mrs. Mildred
Havener. The statement was read
regarding the action of nicotine—
"that two drops of the extract in
the blood stream would kill a man—
It effects the heart and brain—The
people in the U. S. pay more for
tobacco than for all schools"
Miss Ernestine Getehell and Mrs.
Ethel Coffin read items on “Clean
ing up the Narcotics Racket in
New York and New Jersey.” Mrs
Alice Newbold read an Item on
"Big Money and the sale of Mari
juana". Mrs. Bertha Humphrey
read a short story “Who is to

Blame” and Miss Ada Young rec
ommended that the playlet "The
Health Brigade” be used in the
grades for a Temperance Day Ex
ercise.
Attention of members was called
to the Legislative notices for hear
ings by the Liquor Control Com
mittee (formerly the Temperance
Committee) on bills wet and dry
coming up for action and urged
that W. C. T. U. members and all
others interested write Senator
Foster Tabb, committee chairman,
opposing the bills on sale of wine
in grocery stores. Sunday sales,
self service of beer, sale of nar
cotics and gambling and write in
favor of the Ijills to curtail liquor
advertising, fewer outlets, sliorter
hours of sale and repeal the laws
on taterns.
Tlie next meeting is to be heid
Feb. 20 with Mrs. Kate Brawn.

50th MILESTONE FOR THE MOODYS

Mrs. Kenneth Post Honored '
—Received Lovely Gifts
Mrs. Kenneth Post was given
• a surprise stork shower Friday
: night at the home oi Mrs. Lester
Post. Old County Road, witli Mrs.
' Donald Miller assisting hostess.
: The many dainty gifts were pre
sented in a basket and Bathinctte,
! decorated in pink and yellow,
which were also gift'. Buffet
lunch was served by the hostesses
assisted by Mrs. Stafford Congdon.
Mrs. William Bodman, Mrs John
I Bodman and Mrs. George Bodman
I The table was attractive with cen
terpiece of spring flowers flanked
by tall tapers Other invited guests
were: Mrs. Charles Bodman. Mrs.
Thomas Fraser Mrs Maurice Nute.
; Jr, Mrs. Thomas Chisholm Jr,
Mrs Edward Noyes. Mrs George
Black. Mrs Helen Brackett, Mrs
Photo by Barde
Alice Fuller. Mrs. Rida Fuller. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Moody
Abrah’m Small. Miss Helvt LaitiMr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Moody Will and Nettie (Andrews) Moody.
men, Mrs. Gerald Black. Mrs. Ed
of Union celebrated the 50th anni In 1942, he retired from active
ward Grindell. Mr?. Arthur Web
versary of their wedding at their business life, having been em
ber, Mrs. Howard Proctor. Mrs.
home Monday and at the same ployed for more than 25 years in
Charles Huntley, Mrs. Robert
time honored Mrs. Moody's 71st the Rank W Gorden general
Burns. Mrs. Arthur Bowley. Mrs.
birthday.
.
store in his native village. Prior to Ervin Wooster. Mrs. Verona Miller,
They were married Feb 9. 1903. this he had worked at the Thurs
Mrs. Harry Curtis. Mrs Lawrence
by the Rev. Andrew T. McWhorter, ton Bros. Casket Co., in South
Steeves. Mrs Guy Nicholas. Mrs
pastor of the
Congregational Union.
C Maxwell Ames, Mrs. Hugh Little,
church in Union and have spent
Their son, Linwood, is the station Mrs. Harold Snowman. Mrs. Len
practically their entire married agent at Brooks for the Belfast and don c. Jackson. Jr, Mrs. Jesse
life there
Moosehcad Lake Railroad Co, Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Ervin Hustus, Mrs.
Mrs. Moody is the former Lena Moody’s brother Ray Kalloch, lives Natale Mazzeo. Mrs Carleton
Kalloch of North Warren.
at Thomaston, while Mr. Moody’s Wooster. Mrs. William Butler. Mrs.
Mr. Moody was bom March 19, only brother. J. Clarence Moody. Edmund Bodman and Mrs. Joseph
1881. at Union, the son of the late Sr., lives in Union.
Lamb of Rockland. Mrs. Winslow
Miller, Spruce Head. Mrs. Warren
Barrows. Glen Cove. Mrs. Milton
Honored Lincoln
Wooster. Thomaston. Mrs Wendall
Genthner. Mrs Merle Eugley.
Rev. George H. Wood Paid
Mrs. Levar.der Newbert. Mrs. J. A
Tribute To Martyr Pres
Jameson and Mrs. Kelsey Harkins.
Waldoboro, Mrs. George Derrah.
ident
Portland, Mrs. John Kinney, St
Recalling the inspiring life of j
George. Mrs. George Huntley and
Lincoln, our martyr president, and
Mrs Eugene Watts, Camden.
speaking by an altar adorned with
□nos a
portraits of both Lincoln and
B.P.W. To Meet
Stephen, who was the first
Christian martyr. Rev. George
Several Commitjees Have
Wood, minister of the Universalist
Reports Of Activities Set
Church noted the values of!
For Wednesday
ir.ai tyrdom. "Martyrs recall the
The Rockland Business and Proclaim of the God of Truth upon ail
fesional Women's Club will have its
souls" stated Mr. Wood. "Conse
Miss Sarah Maker of Spruce business meeting Wednesday eve
cration to the best wc know as Head, assistant bookkeeper, com ning at the Farnsworth Museum at
r< presenting God's Truth for us. pleted her work on Saturday The 730.
Reports will be due from the folshould be a modem mark of employees and nurses collected a
martyrdom and can be if we are purse for Miss Maker, and sent her I lowing standing committees, health
willing to endure hardship and even $10 as a gift, to be used only for j and safety, education and vocations
public affairs. International rela
persecution for our idealism." He her garden next summer.
tions, civil defense, radio and tele-KCOH continued,
"President
Lincoln
urged honesty at all costs, and
Kenneth C. Morrill. Auburn, a 1 vision, finance, membership, legisfrom that, firm stand has won for reprr-entative from tlie Lederlc > lation and festival.
The state convention planning
all time our acclaim as Honest Laboratories. New York Division,
Abe', and his firm and enduring had a display of new drugs in the . committee will present its report
devotion to the need of unity in reception room, inviting the nursse I and also appoint chairmen for the
his beloved Country ied him to and doctors to discuss do-ages, and various committees.
The party committee members
maintain and assert the eternal the opes of cases for which each
' will hold a meeting directly followtruth that "this nation cannot con drug could be used.
, ing the club business meeting.
KCOH—
tinue half slave and half free." I
The health and safety committee
The theme of the consecration: The American National Red
and marytrdom of Stephen was Cross, has issued some clever fold l chairmen, Mrs. Flora Cullen and
also developed with the suggestion ers on "Red Cross Home Nursing Mre. Jean Chisholm will also hold
by the minister that it would be Instructions.” By enrolling in the a meeting with their committee
very worthwhile for all persons to course" Home Care of the Sick” members right after the business
meeting. The committee meirtbers
refer to the Book of the Acts and one will become really skilled in
arc Mrs. Annie Dean. Mrs. Alice
read chapters 6 and 7 for the com certain home nursing procedures.
Crockett. Miss Barbara Morse and
plete story of this first Christian All statements are illustrated by
Miss Ann Povich.
martyr who for his idealism io the clever drawings, most effective.
—KCOH—
God of Truth "was cast out of the
Plans are being made for Career Life Magazines.
city and stoned."
—KCOHConcluding his morning message Day at the hospital on Peb. 18. Mrs.
Admissions: Mrs. Grace Young,
these particular observations were Caroline Perkins, head of Maine Mre. Mary Winslow. Thomaston;
made: 1. that we must always be Medical Center Nurses' Recruit William Lufkin. Ernest Gray, Mrs.
very careful to distinguish God's ment Program, will be at Rockland Lucy Carter. Mrs. Grace Frye. Mrs.
Truth from mankind’s expediency High School Wednesday morning, Irene Drake. Mrs. Hazel Spear.
and self-seeking and lust for place the 18th, to show movies, and dis
I Rockland; Mrs. Marion Watts,
and power, to sift the chaff from cuss nursing as a career with all : Tenant's Harbor, Mrs. Donald Heythe wheat of true idealism; and the girl students in the school I er. Waldoboro; Mrs. Daisy Bird.
2. that there is always a call to Mrs. Perkins will attend tlie se - J Union; Mre. Helen Haskell, Vinal
valor and honesty and integrity sions, helping with the program haven; Miss Susan Oakes, Master
made by God upon individuals as and answering questions in the aft Bernard Oakes. Owls Head.
well as upon Nations and Peoples. ernoon at the hospital for the high
-KCOH
Next Sunday’s guest speaker school students in the county, im
Discharges: Mrs. Mildred Lavoie
with Mr. Wood will be Dr. Robert mediately following the tour.
and son. Miss Charlene Peterson,
—KCOH—
Cummins of Boston.
Babv Winslow. Mrs. Olive Crockett,
Mre. Mildred Calder. R.N.. has Harry Heath, Master Howard Ed
Mr. and Mrs Nathan Berliawsky been absent for several days due wards Jr., Rockland; Lawrence
of the Thorndike Hotel leave Feb to an attack of grippe.
Grant. Mre. Thelma Burgess. North
—KCOH—
19 for a European trip which will
Haven; Mrs. Marie Fuller and
take them to the Meditteranean
Mrs Patricia Ayers, record li daughter. Union; Mrs. Virginia
area.
brarian. was off duty on Friday Barrett. Warren; Mrs. Lucy King,
and Saturday, spending the week Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. Ruth Good
Save March 17 for the benefit end with friends.
ridge and daughter. Camden; Mrs
card party to be sponsored by the
—KCOH—
Arlene Starrett, Baby Walter Over
sisters and children of St. Bern
Alfred L. Nichols. 72 State street.
lock, Thomaston.
ard's Parish.
18* lt Rockland, brought ln a supply of

oinae 3
iS sea
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The choice of every one

MARY GREY's wonderful
assortment of styles will

enable you to have the

perfect gift when
you say, "BE MY VALENTINE"

$1.50—$1.65

SENTER* CRANE'S

Miss Constance Knights

Mr. and Mrs. Warren R. Knights
are announcing the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Constance Ed
na Knights, to Willard W. Sim
mons, son of the late Mr. and Mrs
Afodon Simmons of Damariscotta.
Miss Knights was graduated
from Thomaston High School with
the Class of 1950 and is employed
at the Thomaston National Bank.
Mr. Simmons attended Damari
scotta schools. He served four
years in the Army during World
War II and is now self-employed.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

New President
Mrs. Clara Curtis Will Head
Newbert Association For
1953
Mrs. Clara Curtis was elected
president of the Albert H. Newbert
Association at its annual meeting
Friday night ln Masonic Temple
Other officers elected were: Mrs
Henry Jordan, vice president; Miss
Katherine Veazie. secretary and
Mrs. Gertrude Boody, treasurer
Supper was served at 6.30 with
Mrs William Koster, chairman, as
sisted bv Mrs. Winfield Chatto,
Mre. H. P Blodgett. Mr? Ralph U
Clark and Mrs. Leland Drinkwa
ter. Two new members were wel
comed, Mrs. Mildred Achorn.
worthy matron and William Weed,
worthy patron, of Golden Rod
Chapter. OES.. who were recent
ly installed.
Present were: Mr. and Mrs
Frank Maxey. Mr and Mrs. Ralph
U Clark. Mr and Mrs. Ernest
Buswell. Mr. and Mrs Winfield
Chatto. Mr. and Mr?. Henry Jor
dan. Mr. and Mrs H. P Blodgett
Mr and Mrs. G"orge Bean. Mr
and Mrs. Wesley Knight. Mr. and
Mrs. George St. Clair, Mr and Mrs
Leland Drinkwater. Rev. and Mrs
Herman Winchenbaugh. Mr and
Mrs. Raymond Watts. Mrs. Nellie
Dow. Mrs. Millie Thomas. Mrs
Gertrude Boody. Mrs. Belle Frost
Mrs. Leroy Chatto. Mrs. Clara
Curtis. Mrs. Mildred Achorn. Miss
Katherine Veazie. William Weed
George Gay and Carl Morse.
The next meeting wtll be on
March 6 with Mrs. Leroy Chatto.
-upper chairman, assisted bv Mre
Ernest
BusweU.
Mrs
Wesley
Knight, and Mre. Clara Curtis.

Universalist Notes
Holland flood disaster relief was
aided by the Universalist Church of
America by a cabled gift of one
thousand dollars during the present
emergency.
A general circle supiper Is being
held at the vestry on Wednesday
at 6 o'clock.
The official Church Trustees held
a business meeting at the home
of Moderator Raymond Perry Sun
day evening.
Guest-of-the-Month Sunday is
Feb. 15. with Dr. Robert Cummins
of Boston as the preacher of the
day.
A call to the pastorate of Mr.
Wood's former Church ln Meriden,
Conn., has just been received and
accepted by Rev. William E. Gard
ner of ^he Bangor Church.

Showing

Advanced Collection
of

SPUING COATS
and TOPPCPS

See them today in our
Hosiery Department,..

Stork Shower

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

1i
Make tt a practice to drop In
lo our friendly shop for your

And that “Pampered" Look is
so easy to have land to keep)
with
our bahy-gentle, long
lasting Permanents.

(rooming needs.

KNIGHT'S

Permanents, $5. to $15.
GILBERT'S

BARBER SHOP

BEAUTY SALON

Furriers Since 1907
16 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAMD, MAINE
18-lt,

Pampered ... The Way
You’ll Look This Season

<77 MAIN BT.

TEL. It!
KOCKLAND

KOCKLAND MS MAIN BT.

19-11
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Thoae wintering on the Eastern
seaboard will nest from north «C
the Oreat Lakes to Hudson Bay
When old enough to swim, (usu
ally a few days from hatching) the
young are pushed from the nest
tn a hollow tree, sometimes 40 feel
high and tumble into the water or
to the ground with no apparent
damage
The mother soon rounds thim up
and they swim away together on
life's first adventure.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Tyler P.T.A. Gives Auditorium To School

CAREER DAY AT K.C.G.H.

k.'° *....
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Will

Hold

Open

House

For

School Girls Feb. 18-Great Opportun

ities Offered
Career day at Knox Oounty Oen
eral Hospital, Peb. 18 will begin at
1.00 p.m. Any Junior high school
student ln Knox County ls cor
dially Invited to come to the hos
pital and visit the departments.
Listen to the discussions on various
phases of employment that hos
pitals have to offer high school
students, when planning a career.
Here's an opportunity for each
to receive one of the finest pro
fessional educations, if accepted as
a student nurse each will begin one
of the most rewarding experiences
her entire life.
Graduate nurses cannot be em
ployed directly from the general
labor force—they must be educated.
The hospital is the local heart of
a community. Improperly staffed,
lt cannot function well. It needs

entered training.
Come to the Hospital on Feb
ruary 18 and learn more informa
tion about Nursing — Americans
Number one Career choice for
young women today.
Letters of Invitation have been
sent to all principals of high
schools ln Rockland, Rockport,
Thomaston, Warren, Waldoboro
St. Oeorge, Vinalhaven and North
Haven.

Remember Finnegan, whose boss
chided him for the long reports he
made when a car was derailed on
Writing to his mother in Rock- by keeping seed stalks and abundhis section of the railroad?
land recently from an APO address ant •<xx! exposed over the central
Our snow this winter can be des
on the Pacific. John Northgraves,
~uthern P°rUon of ““ 8taU' cribed with the brevity which
Kciflt.tprinp- birds widely.
widplv.
scattering
who I best remember as "Jack,’'
A heavy snowfall now would characterized Finnegan's reports
and a fine looking lad of high catrfl many 3trangers far [ronl thereafter:—"off again, on again
school age around South Thomas their usual winter habitat and gone'again,” Finnegan.
ton rays that this column ia the would bring lots of them to long
In less than a full week and
first to get his attention when The prepa-ed feeding stations which
°n_ bare
<as obCourier-Gazette arrives at hls base. have only served the more com served Peb. 2) we have a record of a
Mark "Refund"
It seems to me only a few’ years mon varieties up to now.
fine even covering of three z> five
ago Jack was running around
Of all birds who have shown a inches of powder snow up to Friday
Internal Revenue Director
'Weskeag Village with a BB gun" marked increase in numbers re. the 6th, which all disappeared ln
and now he's a Staff Sgt. in Uncle cently I believe the blue-jay is far cur nuld rtua 01 Sa^day and the
Wheeler Makes Important
Sam's Army
out in front
ground well covered again and still
Announcement
Gosh! It makes me feel thunder
They are everywhere and so fat sncw;ng “ 1 UTi«
on SulMtey'
Refundable income tax returns
in' old to hear of these kids of yes
and "sassy" that our red squirrels, Peb. 8.
enclosed in envelopes
plainly
terday wearing chevrons, epaulets
Now
what
has
a
groundhog's
who are careless about hiding their
and "hash marks" today.
marked
"Refund"
will
receive
winter stores are wearing a gaunt shadow *ot t0
wlth tbat
oi
Members of the Tyler School PTA presented the school with an auditorium last evening which was I nurses arK* nurses can only come
honSiine
When I was ln the Army 35 years and named expression.
I u’e®t^ler’
by
this
office,
the result of the labors of the fathers and mothers of students in the school. Mrs. Addie Rogers, principal from Schools of Nursing. Greater P
”
•
ago I Just barely made the distin
of the school, stands at the left of the picture as she views the stage and auditorium which was constructed use of hospitals Increases need for Whitney L. Wheeler, Director of
Mrs. Helen Hill of Thomaston from an unused basement room in the building. Superintendent J. Weldon Russell and School Board memguished rank of "Buck Private ” but
So you liked my “Bufflehead Bal
nurses. Between 1936 and 1950 Internal Revenue, Augusta, Maine
I was proud of that gold and green let" story. I had numerous phone wasn't impressed ln the least be- bers attended the dedication during which Principal Rogers cut the tape of the stage curtains to officially
births in Hospitals Increased from disclosed today.
hatcord we wore on our “compan- calls and letters from readers In cause there Is a house cat gone open the room to use. The first entertainment in the new auditorium was given in the form of an acrobatic
831,000 to 2300,000. Total admis
dance by Barbara Brazier, accompanied by Barbara Marsh.
primitive
out
across
Young
’
s
led

This plan for hastening the pro
p&ign" hats.
land who have never seen and hear
sions doubled from 8,600,000 to
•a • •
ges that I estimated would weigh
cessing of claims for refund ot
very Uttle of this interesting but
17,000,000
per
year.
chapter
were,
Josiah
Jameson,
12 pounds. Right in her home she
Yes.—the February meeting of
Ivy Chapter OES
Not only has the public a greater! overP“d Uxea u “ outgrowth of
Quota Is Given , _____________
diminutive duck.
worthy patron: Mrs. Teresa Mun
she has a domestic “gentleman'' cat
the Knox Oounty Fish and Game
knowledge of hospitals—but mil the recent reorganization of the
roe,
associate
matron;
Albert
White.
Continued
from
Page
Onei
“
Surely,"
writes
one
lady,
“
the
that weighs 15 pounds and how
Association is to be held in Mason*
Bureau of Internal Revenue. It Is
ic Temple Washington. Me. Thurs- \ males are Kallant and attentive domestic he is may be realized by Installation Ceremonies Of associate patron, Mrs. Laura Star- Committee is counting on all busi- lions of people for the first time, but one of the many steps taken by
ness firms to install and promote can now afford to go to our hos
Warren Eastern Star Held rett, secretary.
day evening Peb. 19. President Ro- ifeUow8
hut could you not
faot that on co!d nights he
the reorganized tax collection
Mrs. Edna White, treasurer; : the Payroll Savings Plan, and urges pitals—due to Blue Cross and sim
land Gushee of Appleton phoned j ®ive ,be females a more compll- s^eps jn a j^d, covered up warmly
On Friday Evening
agency to provide better service to
ilar
voluntary
plans.
Blue
Cross
Mrs. Marion McCluskey, conduc- all investors to buy bonds regularly
me that he expects the supper will mentary role than being just plain to his shoulders and with a pil
the taxpaying public.
Mrs. Lillian. Simmons was in tress: Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, as- through cash purchases and by Memberships Increased from 370
cold
hearted?
”
low under his head.
be smothered beef and all the AxWheeler1 cautioned the public,
stalled
thousand
to
nearly
40
34
million
in
worthy matron of Ivy sociate conductress;
Miss Tena means of the Bond-a-Month Plan
Ah! but it is this “cold hearted"
South Thomaston has many large
in's for a good old fashioned feed
however,
not to expect the impossChapter, OES., of Warren Friday McCallum, chaplain; Mrs. Una at their banks." Mr. Robinson said, face years.
attitude that inspires the tiny male and cultureft cats. Mrs. Stellar El
Supper call will be at 6 45 p. m.
Only”"girls who graduate from ible f[om h* °«lce- »
P°‘^
night
by
Miss
Marian
Upham
of
Smith
marshal;
Mrs.
Carrie
“
as
our
quota
is
considerably
higher
well has a beautiful large tiger who
out that each tax refund received
It <s expected that movies and a to his most appealing technique.
Rockport, DDGM, of district 11. She Smith, organist.
high school are eligible to enter
than last years sales."
guest speaker will round out the
His hfe would be colorless and is particularly cautious of speeding
requires a certain amount of
was assisted by Mrs. Alice SimonMrs. Ada Spear, Adah; Mrs. MilMr. Robinson called attention to a School of Nursing. In fact, many
handling before it can be scheduled
program after the business meet very commonplace if he could risk cars. In good weather he accom
schools
accept
only
girls
who
rank
ton as marshal; Mrs. Beatrice dred Gammon Ruth; Mrs. Verna the 3 per cent return now available
for refund. It was further pointed
his neck but once during each panies his mistress to the store as
ing.
Richards as chaplain, both of Wiley, Esther; Mrs. Janet Wiley, on Series E and Series H Bonds If upper third of their class. Thus,
•• • •
far as Weskeag turn and sits at
courtship.
,
iu » i .
i_ .
°ut that the refund checks are acRockoort, and with Mrs. Avis Nor- Martha
Mrs. Bemys Jameson, held to maturity.
i hospitals In almost every communprepared in Boston
the
corner
to
wait
while
she
does
William D Hail of Castine
Why, if she selected him today
wood of Warren, organist.
Electa; Mrs. Gertrude Starrett.
The
new
Series
H
Bonds
should
'
‘
ty
are
faced
with
a
shortage
of
'
“
volume of mall curwrites to ask more about tiie Dick- on Ins first pretense of love, who her shopping.
Other officers seated for the warder; and Elbert Starrett. sen- appeal to investors because the candidates for nursing, a need to renU
received and
Another fine large cat is the
cissel, a far ranging and rather knows but before tomorrow he
== tinel.
interest is paid by U.S. Government maintain rigid standards of nurs-ftlu lncreage M
the Marcfa JMh
rare winter bird in this area. Have might dream up some new and house and store cat of Mr and
Che majesty of a king.
Mrs.Simmons received flowers
oheck every six months, Chairman ln8 c®1*- And more demands on deadline approaches, produces a
more daring way to impress her Mrs. David Pollock.
written him a letter.
from the Sewing Circle of the Robinson pointed out.
j their facilities. There are fewer 18 heavy burden on the staff of both
Tliis black and white furred gent'
He also tells me the Hoary Red with no inspiration for performing
State Advisory Chairman A. J.! year olds, the student who gradMet my old friend and Sunday chapter and both she and the
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George still believes I ought to officers of last year.
be writing for a living, even if all
Program numbers with which the $4,582,000; Franklin $437,000; Han- history.
the school marms in Camden insta'lation ceremonies were in- cock $754,000; Kennebec $1,912,200;
In 1950 Maine had 363 student1 The world changes so fast these
failed to teach me where to put a terspersed, were vocal solos by Knox $785,000; Lincoln 361,400; nurses admitted to State-Approved days that you couldn't stay wrong
comma ln my manuscripts.
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Wliat the heck! If I had my life panist, Mrs. Dana Smith, Sr., and 030; Piscataguis $369,100; Sagada- entered training. A decrease ofi
Some accidents are called unato live over again I’d probably set whistling solos by Roland Berry. .\oc $565,100; Somerset $738,000; about 245 per cent. In the United
my aim on literary perfection and with Mr. Berry’, accompanist.
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be oq good speaking terms with
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POWER ON PAR \DE! In this one brilliant car ... in
With my temperament, the envi- {
this Super "88" Oid-niohiie for 1953, we ran show you
every major "power” feature on the market! You'll takeoff
ronment of Hogansville gave me
more suiftls-—cruise more smoothly—slop more surely—
more inspiration to become a writer
Steer more easily—when Oldsmobile’» new ,a»wer feature*
than a scholar; besides. I’d rather
go t» work for you! There’s Power Steering*—new Power
have a handful of pollywogs in
8
Brakes* . . . aud Ilydra-Matie Super Drive* for per
those days than a head full of
fect power delivery! Pin- brand new Power Styling inspired
commas, and in that respect I’m
by the "Rocket” Engine! Make a date witli the Super
about the same today.
”88” . . . there's nothing more thrilling on the highway!
Don't let me rush you, but five
weeks from this coming Saturday
^Optional at extra coat.
is the first day of spring, wliich
means that you can go fishing ln
open waters in 45 days Suppose
you are preparing your tackle and
getting ready to repair and paint
your boat and oars.
Knox County waters should be in
a position to supply good action
and I look for better results from
Chickawaukie, Alford, Meguntlcook
and Crawfords than usual.
Action in brooks and streams Is
likely to be off due to no fall
stocking.
Brown trout of good size should
be taken in the George's River and
in most waters along its course.
I look for some spectacular
browns to be caught at Hills Mills
and as far above Sennebec as
North Appleton. Georges Lake and
Sheepscot should be giving with
HOLDS 100 IBS MORE FOOD!
salmon and browns of good size.
It's an 1 t-cu-ft freezer, holding up to
Bib 11-CUBIC-FOOT SIZE
I wouldn't be surprised to see a
389 lbs of food, but it takes up as
few browns taken in Oyster River
much floor space as regular 8-cu-ft
and we know they are in the Medo
G-E models now in use. That means
mak below Winslow's Mills.
you can store more food than ever!
Reg. value $429.95
Salt Pond and Forest Lake are
YOU SAVE ON EVERY FOOD DOLLAR!
questionable due to screens out.
but Iron Pond should pick up.
Bus foods in season—or during sales
• • • •
. . . buy them in quantity and store
Doubtless many readers who
them away in your G-E Freezer.
Then use them as you need them all
know the area ln which this col
year round.
umn Is written and to which I
All
These
Convenience
Features
That's how many G-E Freezer
have referred moat often as the
owners find that they can save as
Are Yours In The New G-E Freezer...
"Keag", will be surprised and very
much as $120 each year on food
likely criticize my use of the name
costs alone.
★ Three roomy, removable baskets
"Weskeag” in recent reports from
What’s more, it costs very little to
this historic area.
operate. It is equipped writh the fa
■fr Perfect-Seal Cabinet Construction
To many that I know well, no
mous G-E refrigerating system . .
the same system that has been giv
•fr Fiberglas Insulation
name, however modern, can ever
ing efficient service in more than
replace
"Keag",
(pronounced)
-fr Automatic Temperature-Control
3.300,000 G-E Refrigerators for 10
Gigg) an abstract abbreviation of
years or longer!
★ Easy-to-lift, counterbalanced lid
the old Indian name of Wessaweskeag. meaning “land of many
point*.*
Only
E N O I N I
"Weskeag, currently used in this
column is no attempt to replace
down
Extremely Limited Quantity!
a cognomen so well established ln
$14.70 monthly
the minds of so many. I have
INTII OINIBAl MOTOBS' BITTIB HIGHWAYS CONTIIT
• IT rail TACTS BOOK n«M TOMB OIBBMOBIll BIAIIB —■
adopted it from recent photograph
ic maps of this area made by Pairchlld.
Weskeag adds one syllable to the
old abbreviation, seems more poetic
FOWt III -yAfO MFJ
and runs more fluently from my
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